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Introduction
From 1935 to 1968 abstract photographer Carlotta M. Corpron (1901-1988)
taught several courses including art history, design, advertising design, photography, and
creative photography at Texas State College for Women (TSCW) in Denton, Texas.1
Corpron pursued her photographic work through a series of progressively abstract
experimentations which she called: “Nature Studies,” “Light Drawings,” “Light
Patterns,” “Light Follows Form,” “Space Compositions,” and “Fluid Light Designs.”
(Fig. 1) As she developed her own abstract style of photography, Corpron simultaneously
shared her experiments with her students, and encouraged their own individuality.
Corpron’s teaching was directly influenced by her own education, both formal and
informal. Most importantly, her informal introduction to the teachings of the New
Bauhaus and her interaction with László Moholy-Nagy and György Kepes corresponded
with her own teaching ideas, and she shared what she learned with her students. For
many of her students, being asked to investigate the design potentials of light and shadow
and their manipulation as a subject meant looking at the world around them in a new and
challenging way. In combining specific features of her own education, including the most
modern thinking in art instruction, and the progressive photography movements
occurring on the East and West coasts, Corpron made TSCW a microcosm of modern
photographic education.
Corpron also represented the growing inclination of women teaching artists. As it
was difficult (although not impossible) to make a living as a professional artist, a viable

1

Texas State College for Women changed its name to Texas Women’s University (TWU) in 1957.
Margery Mann, Women of Photography: An Historical Survey, (San Francisco: San Francisco Museum of
Art, 1975), 60.	
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option for women was to teach. At TSCW, many of the College of Visual Arts Faculty
were actually formidable artists, who either enjoyed teaching or couldn’t make a living
solely on their art.2 Corpron felt very fortunate to be able to teach photography, which
merged her two passions.3 Although Corpron is best known for her photographic work,
her role as a teacher was essential to her identity. Corpron’s contribution to the history of
photography is binary and atypical, as she was a woman who not only took photographs
but also taught it as a creative art form,
Although single-sex and co-educational photography schools had been in
existence since the end of the 19th century, the education provided there focused only on
techniques and retouching.4 From the late 1880s through the first twenty years of the 20th
century, teaching – the quintessential female occupation – had openings only for women
instructors of retouching, even though the number of professional photographers was
continuing to grow.5 Therefore, this was a singularly important moment in the history of
photography education, when a woman photographer, working at a school for women,
taught students not just the fundamentals and process of photography, but also
experimentation, abstraction, individual expression, and the creative possibilities of the
medium as an art form. Even more interesting, this rare situation occurred not at an East
or West coast school started by a preeminent photographer or group of photographers, but
in the middle of the country, at a women’s school in the small town of Denton, Texas.
2

D. Jack Davis, introduction to Pioneers in Modernism: TWU Women Artists 1920s-1970s, edited by Jo
Williams, (Denton, TX: Wheeler Press, 2010), 3.
An exhibition of some of these women was organized in 2010 titled Pioneers in Modernism: TWU Women
Artists 1920s-1970s. It includes: Marjorie Baltzel, Carlotta Corpron, Marie Delleney, Dorothy Antoinette
(Toni) LaSelle, Thetis Aline Lemmon, Mabel Maxcy, and Coreen Mary Spellman.	
  
3
Martha A. Sandweiss, Carlotta Corpron: Designer with Light, (Fort Worth: Amon Carter Museum of
Western Art, 1980), 8.	
  
4
Naomi Rosenblum, A History of Women Photographers (New York: Abbeville Press, 2010), 60.	
  
5
Janet M. Hooks, Women’s Occupations Through Seven Decades, U.S. Department of Labor, Women’s
Bureau, bulletin no. 218 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1978), 176. 	
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Although TSCW was supportive of the progressive atmosphere created by
Corpron and other faculty, it does not appear that the institution understood what it had,
and as a result did nothing to help advance or promote photography at the school.
Photography wasn’t offered as a major until 1960, and in Joyce Thompson’s 1982 history
of the university, photography (and Corpron) is only ever mentioned in the footnotes.6
Although Corpron’s classes and lessons have stayed with her students throughout the
years, as evidenced by the way her students still talk about her almost sixty years later,
only a few actually became professional photographers, and none have received the
recognition as did some of the students of the Clarence H. White School of Photography,
such as Margaret Bourke-White, Dorothea Lange, and Karl Struss. How do we measure
the success of a teacher? It is worth considering if TSCW had been more aware of the
enterprising and pioneering lessons being taught by Corpron, would the school have
advertised and attracted more students interested in photography? Would there be more
noted women photographers?
Women and Photography
Women have been involved in photography since its invention, and the first
woman photographer was Constance Talbot, the wife of William Henry Fox Talbot.7 In
19th century England, women photographers weren’t uncommon, and accessibility to the
art was limited more by economics and education than by sex.8 Aside from those seeking
an engrossing hobby, women explored the practical applications of the medium as well.
Anna Atkins utilized the cyanotype or blueprint process, an early cameraless precursor to
6

Joyce Thompson, Marking a Trail: A History of the Texas Women’s University (Denton, TX: Texas
Women’s University Press, 1982).	
  
7
Mann, Women of Photography, 1.	
  
8
Ibid., 3. 	
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the modern photogram, to make records of British algae.9 Atkins’s ten-year project
culminated in the first long-term scientific study to use the “light sensitivity of chemical
compounds,” and the cyanotype continued to be used for botanical records through the
early 20th century.10
As photographic technology evolved and became more affordable, even more
women took up the technique for professional and recreational pursuits. With the
introduction in 1888 of the easy-to-use Kodak camera, and marketing directed
specifically at female consumers, more women were introduced to photography, some
even progressing into professional careers.11 In a simultaneous social advantage,
working-class women now had more leisure time due to the increase of laborsaving
contrivances. Add to this free time greater educational opportunities, women were
realizing they had more options available to them than domestic obligations. According
to a U.S. survey of women’s occupations, the number of women artists and teachers rose
from 418 in 1870 to 11,031 in 1900, and between 1880 and 1910 the number of
professional women photographers rose from 271 to 4,900, constituting 15 percent of the
field. 2,000 more joined the specialty over the next ten years.12 The increase in
photographers also had to do with increase in demand for photographic illustrative
material for printed matter – calendars, postcards, advertisements, magazines and books.
Twentieth century women of photography took the medium to new levels of
expression, and were able to take the time to make their work original and inventive.13

Rosenblum, Women Photographers, 40-41.	
  
Ibid., 41.	
  
11
Ibid., 56.	
  
12
Hooks, Women’s Occupations, 176. 	
  
13
Mann, Women of Photography, 11.	
  
9
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Although the artwork by women of photography is rich and complex, there have simply
been fewer women than men who have photographed.14 Photography as an art form is a
relative newcomer to the art historical canon. As such, although women were
contributing to photography in the early 20th century, their work has only recently been
given the attention they deserve.
Corpron’s Accomplishments
Corpron participated in many group exhibitions and several solo shows, mostly in
the 1950s but also in the 1970s during a revival of interest in her work. Most notably,
Corpron had solo shows at the Dallas Museum of Art (1948), The Art Institute of
Chicago (1953), and a retrospective at the Amon Carter Museum of American Art in Ft.
Worth, Texas (1980). Corpron participated in several important group exhibitions,
including Edward Steichen’s significant Abstraction in Photography (1952), where two
of Corpron’s works were exhibited alongside Harry Callahan, Ansel Adams, Walker
Evans, György Kepes, László Moholy-Nagy, Barbara Morgan, Edward Weston, and
Alfred Stieglitz.15 More recently, Corpron was included in Women of Photography: An
Historical Survey, at the San Francisco Museum of Art (1975) and Recollections: Ten
Women of Photography, at the International Center of Photography (1979).
Although Corpron is best known as a pioneering photographer, she considered
herself primarily a teacher, stating, “Everything I did made me a better teacher.”16
However, her identity as an educator has never been examined. As an innovative

Mann, Women of Photography, 14.	
  
The Museum of Modern Art, “Abstract Photography of Many Types to be Shown at Museum.” Press
release (May, 1951), 1.	
  
16
Davis, introduction to Pioneers in Modernism, 3.
Paula Bennett, “Carlotta Corpron,” Photographic Portfolio 2, No. 2 (June 1979): 61.	
  
14
15
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photographer, Corpron was not satisfied to keep her experiments to herself and had no
great desire to achieve recognition or fame.17 Unlike Clarence H. White, another
photographer and teacher who taught in New York, Corpron was never concerned that
her teaching would infringe upon her art.18 In fact, her own art thrived in the midst of her
teaching career. Through all stages of her development as an artist, Corpron drew her
students along with her, encouraging them to take advantage of the new techniques she
introduced and to always strive for quality and originality.19 Corpron’s experiments in
design and unique teaching methods have become widely accepted as commonplace
practice today. Light and shadow have become frequent subjects, and abstraction is
regularly taught in the darkroom. Because Corpron’s own education and her long career
as a teacher have never been fully examined, there is no comparison of what and how she
was teaching with what was happening in photographic education in the rest of the
country.
Review of Literature and Sources
The art historical literature on Corpron is not extensive, and discussion of her
work is often confined to short descriptions of her photographic design. She is listed in
exhibition catalogs for group shows in which she was one of many artists and her work is
only briefly discussed in Recollections: Ten Women of Photography, Women of
Photography and Light Abstractions.20 The most comprehensive published material is
Margaretta K. Mitchell, Recollections: Ten Women of Photography (New York: Viking Press, 1979), 48.	
  
Bonnie Yochelson, “Clarence H. White: Peaceful Warrior,” in Pictorialism into Modernism, ed.
Marianne Fulton (New York: George Eastman House, 1996), 11.	
  
19
Sandweiss, Carlotta Corpron, 9.	
  
20
Margaretta K. Mitchell, Recollections: Ten Women of Photography, (New York: Viking Press, 1979).
Marjory Mann, Women of Photography, An Historical Survey, (San Francisco: San Francisco Museum of
Art, 1975).
Jean S. Tucker, Light Abstractions, (St. Louis, MO: University of Missouri at St. Louis, 1980). 	
  
17
18
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from the catalogue of her 1980 retrospective at the Amon Carter Museum of American
Art that discusses Corpron’s early life and an in-depth examination of how Corpron
produced each of her six series.21 The only literature that focuses on Corpron’s teaching
was written by Corpron herself. Two articles written by Corpron from 1949 and 1962
briefly describe her methodologies and ideas regarding photography and teaching
photography, and outline a number of assignments given to students.22
Corpron’s work was included in two celebrated books of design, László MoholyNagy’s Vision in Motion and György Kepes’s Language of Vision.23 Corpron is briefly
mentioned in Naomi Rosenblum’s A World History of Photography, which notes she is
one of the first photographers to view light as a sole subject.24 Her photograph Mardi
Gras is reproduced in the book.25 Her work Flowing Light is included in Naomi
Rosenblum’s A History of Women Photographers. A master’s thesis by Erin L. Waugh
focuses on Corpron and her interaction with New Bauhaus artists Moholy-Nagy and
Kepes.26 Waugh’s thesis concentrates on Corpron’s artwork, comparing it stylistically to
the work of Moholy-Nagy and Kepes. It provides early and late biographies and analysis
and evaluation of each of Corpron’s photographic series. Waugh’s thesis compares
Corpron’s work to that of Florence Henri, a student at the New Bauhaus who was directly
influenced by New Bauhaus practices. Her thesis does not focus on Corpron’s

21

Sandweiss, Carlotta Corpron: Designer with Light, (Fort Worth: Amon Carter Museum of Western Art,
1980).
22
Carlotta Corpron, “Designing with Light.” Design 51 (October 1949): 10-11, 25.
Carlotta Corpron, “Light as a Creative Medium.” Art Education 15 (May 1962): 4-6.
23
László Moholy-Nagy, Vision in Motion, (Chicago: Paul Theobald, 1947)
György Kepes, Language of Vision, (Chicago: Theobold, 1944).
24
Naomi Rosenblum, A World History of Photography, (New York: Abbeville Press, 2007), 432. 	
  
25
Ibid., 436.
26
Erin L. Waugh, “Designing with Light: Carlotta Corpron and the New Bauhaus”(Master’s thesis, The
University of North Texas, 1992).
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photographic instruction, New Bauhaus teaching practices, nor does it offer a comparison
to how photography was taught at any other institution. My thesis will therefore focus on
her artwork to show how Corpron was responding to her own education, both formal and
informal. This work will primarily concern Corpron’s teaching and its place in, and
contribution to, the photographic discourse in America through comparison with other
schools and educators. Additionally, it will examine the circumstances that made TSCW,
the school where Corpron taught, a progressive institution for photography.
In 1983 after a successful exhibition at the Amon Carter Museum in Ft. Worth,
Texas, Corpron made a gift to the museum of her remaining 120 original photographs,
and approximately 600 nitrate negatives and 200 acetate negatives, and personal papers
spanning from 1948 to 1987.27 While the majority of the papers housed in the Amon
Carter Museum archives are from the 1970s when curators interested in 20th century
women photographers rediscovered Corpron’s photographs, the earliest papers are the
more significant and informative.28 The archive is very small, consisting of four boxes of
printed material including personal letters to and from Corpron, correspondence with
museums and galleries, and press materials.

27

Recently, the Amon Carter Museum received grant money to digitize the eight artists’ archives held at
the museum, including Corpron’s. All of Corpron’s images are available on the Amon Carter Museum
website. Corpron gifted the museum with 120 printed photographs, all of which have been digitized and
are available on the Amon Carter Museum website.
http://www.cartermuseum.org/custom/acm_results.php
Jana Hill, Collection Information and Imaging Manager, Amon Carter Museum of American Art,
Multiple e-mail messages to author, March 4-7, 2014.
28
Professor Don Schol of the University of North Texas was friends with Corpron when he heard about a
an exhibition being put together by Margery Mann and Anne Nogle for the San Francisco Museum of Art,
titled Women of Photography: An Historical Survey. Schol contacted the curators and is responsible for
Corpron’s inclusion in that exhibition. Further fame came after Margaretta Mitchell chose to include
Corpron in her exhibition of ten women photographers over the age of 70.
Don Schol, in discussion with the author, February 1, 2011.
Margaretta K. Mitchell, in discussion with the author, April 13, 2012.	
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This is a critical time for a study of Corpron’s teaching to be made, as the former
students taught by Corpron, now in their seventies and eighties, are reaching the end of
the lives. With so little literature and no written recollections of Corpron as a teacher, the
memories and records that can be provided by her students is invaluable to this project.
The TWU Office of Alumni Relations was instrumental in locating and contacting former
students for this project using their alumni newsletters. Sixteen students were located and
contacted for this project, and seven were interviewed for inclusion in this work. A list of
living students and the interview questions they were asked via email, telephone, or in
person meetings are included in Appendix C.
In addition to anecdotes and memories of Corpron as a teacher, many students
have saved their class portfolios, which are a crucial source of primary information. The
portfolios provide visual evidence of the correlation between Corpron’s own work and
what she was teaching. These extant portfolios included notes and grades written by
Corpron in pencil on the back of the mounted images which are excellent sources in
determining Corpron’s goals and teaching priorities. Because of these excellent resources
of first-hand accounts of Corpron as a teacher, this thesis focuses primarily on her
involvement and development as a teacher in relation to her own photographic education
and how she in turn exposed young women in a small town to new ideas and techniques
that were on the cutting edge of photographic education.
The goal in writing this thesis is to present Corpron as an important educator and
photographer of the 20th century, one who is underrepresented in our canons, and whose
teaching methods and influences as a teacher, and as a woman, are unacknowledged. This
is not an exclusive examination of Corpron’s pedagogy. Rather, this is an in-depth study

9

of Corpron’s teaching strategies; how she responded to the lessons from her own
education through her work and teaching, and how her students in turn reflected upon the
strategies Corpron assimilated and augmented. It is unusual to focus on education in an
art historical work; however, Corpron defined herself as both an artist and teacher, a
duality she constantly emphasized and of which she was proud. This thesis incorporates
art historical research practices to consider this duality. Therefore, this work is an
exceptional effort that makes a study of teaching through the lens of art history;
presenting information by highlighting not only her own education, teaching methods and
dark room practices, but the impact on the students themselves and her joy for
photography and life-long commitment to teaching, what she called her “inner vitality.”29

29

Carlotta Corpron Papers, “Artist’s Statement” from the artist’s resume written after 1975, Amon Carter
Museum of American Art Archives. The date for this resume is noted on the Corpron Finding Aid for the
Archive. 	
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Chapter 1
Corpron’s Formal Education and Early Photographs
As an artist and a teacher, Corpron’s own education had an impact on both the
manner and content of her teaching, as well as on her development as a photographer.
Corpron’s education can be divided into two parts. The first part focuses on her formal
education at a boarding school as a young girl in India, as an art education student at
Teachers College in New York City, and her formal instruction in photography at The
Art Center in California. The second part of Corpron’s education is comprised of her
informal education; her interactions with other artists and educators outside of a
classroom setting. This chapter analyzes the first part of Corpron’s education, focusing on
her early school years through her formal training as a teacher and photographer, and
examines her response and reflections on that education by focusing on her photographs
produced during this time period. By examining her formal education and resulting early
photographs, an understanding of the pedagogical foundation upon which Corpron
developed her own teaching emerges, and therefore Corpron’s place in early 20th century
photographic education can be contextualized.

Corpron’s Early Biography and Education
All of Corpron’s biographical information comes from anecdotes repeated several
times for brief newspaper and magazine interviews. Corpron provides the same basic
information in each interview, and as such, we only have a limited understanding of her
upbringing. Corpron was born in 1901 in Blue Earth, Minnesota, but moved to India with
her mother Esther, sister Ruth, and missionary-surgeon father in 1905. Her father,
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Alexander Corpron, was a very successful general surgeon with an aptitude for all
varieties of eye surgery.30 Corpron was particularly fond of her father, impressed by his
seemingly magical ability to give people back their sight. Corpron was also impressed
with her father’s ability to innovate and adapt on the spot with limited equipment and
resources.31 Perhaps in a way, her father’s specialty made Corpron more aware of sight
and the function of the eye to see, an aspect of anatomy that would become literally and
figuratively important as a photographer.
The family was stationed high in the Himalayan Mountains near Nepal, in a small
village that was a seven-day trip by horseback from the nearest rail station, but moved to
Nadiad, Gujarat, close to Bombay on the western coast where there was the greatest need
for medical support.32 The Amon Carter Museum of American Art Corpron Collection
contains several negatives containing images of the hospital in India, depicting the
building, patients, and what appears to be her father performing surgeries. (Figs. 2-5) It
can be assumed that a teenage Corpron took these pictures, although in all of her written
recollections she never mentions having a camera that early in her life. She consistently
states she bought her first camera in 1933, although the existence of these negatives
suggests that she had access to a camera much earlier.
With her family in Nadiad near the hospital, Corpron went to the other side of the
country to attend an English boarding school, as was traditional for children of

30
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missionaries abroad, at the base of the Himalayan Mountains.33 There is no known record
of the school’s name or exact location. Corpron’s time in India and her experience at an
English boarding school provided the two most formative aspects of her early life.
Although interested in Indian culture, she was sheltered from it at the boarding school,
which emphasized British culture. Corpron remembered later: “I felt frustrated because I
saw things all around me that I wanted to know more about. But it was a very British
school and they tended to look down on anything Indian.”34 British boarding schools
became increasingly popular during the colonial expansion of the British Empire.35
The boarding school offered a limited and unvaried visual arts education based on
traditional methods that failed to stimulate Corpron’s early interest in art. She stated, “I
wasn’t interested in drawing or painting – but I wanted to design, to create.”36 It appears
as though even from an early age Corpron was interested in finding a new and
unexplored avenue of artistic expression and with the quantity of artwork already
produced in traditional mediums, she could not herself offer anything new to art forms
such as painting. Based on this assumption, photography likely appealed to Corpron in
part because of its newness; Corpron probably felt that she could make an original
contribution.
At the boarding school, the students were required to wear brown uniforms, which
was the start of Corpron’s life-long aversion to that color.37 Later, Corpron even had her
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naturally brown wood bookcases painted black.38 In 1955, Martha Chisholm Hutton took
Corpron’s freshman design class. With complete understanding of her professor’s
abhorrence for brown, Hutton created a design in varying shades of brown for her first
color assignment as a “test of her prejudice."39 Corpron understood the joke and assigned
Hutton an A for her work, demonstrating that her personal preferences did not affect her
judgment of student work.40
Another important development of Corpron’s personality that stemmed from her
experience at the boarding school was that she learned to be self-reliant. She was away
from her parents and surrounded by classmates, and being quite tall for her age and shy,
she didn’t make friends easily and craved solitude. She stated, “I don’t know what it is to
be lonely, because I live within myself.”41 Corpron was also discouraged from thoughts
of marriage by her mother, because Corpron’s sister carried a genetic disease,
neurofibromatosis, and she did not want her daughters to pass it to their children.42
Therefore, from a young age, Corpron was encouraged to think in terms of a career
instead of marriage.43 Corpron seemed to welcome this recommendation, reflecting later
“I never married and I never wanted to. I was liberated long before the women’s
movement as far as attitudes were concerned.”44 While many young women were
thinking about marriage and raising families, Corpron was raised without this
anticipation. It seems Corpron had an acceptable excuse that enabled her to live an
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independent life where she was free to do what interested her.45 Later, Corpron’s students
acted as her family, and she described the joy she found in teaching: “They respond. It’s
like watching a flower open, it’s wonderful.”46

Corpron and Columbia University Teachers College
After her graduation from the boarding school and following fifteen years in
India, Corpron returned to the United States in 1921 and was soon followed by her
parents who were on temporary furlough. They stayed in Ypsilanti, Michigan, where
Corpron’s mother had family.47 Corpron enrolled at Michigan State Normal College,
now Eastern Michigan University, where she received her Bachelor of Science in Art
Education in 1925. The fact that she chose to attend a normal school does suggest an
early interest in teaching, and Michigan State Normal College had a well-developed
program for educating teachers.48
In 1925 Corpron entered Columbia University Teachers College (TC) and
received her Master of Arts in Art Education.49 The most prominent and trend-setting
school for educating teachers in the United States, TC was staffed by a faculty of
“proselytizers for a philosophy or progressive education.”50 TC’s Art Department was
alive with the legacy of nationally prominent art educator Arthur Wesley Dow, who acted
as chair from 1904 until his death in 1922. Dow, a painter from Ipswich, Massachusetts,
had studied at the Académie Julian and École des Beaux Arts in Paris. Dissatisfied with
45
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French and his own art, he returned to Boston, where he began to study Asian Art at the
Boston Museum, which is how he was introduced to Japanese art. 51 Dow’s teaching
emphasized the importance of individual formal qualities and design principles, central to
which were: line, color, and the Japanese principle of notan, or dark and light in mystical
balance. These elements were arranged according to five principles of composition:
opposition, transition, subordination, repetition, and symmetry.52 Notan, together with
line and color, would lead the student to the goal that Dow invoked: beauty through
compositional harmony.53
In his book, Composition: A Series of Exercises in Art Structure for the Use of
Students and Teachers from 1899, Dow articulates the idea that composition is the
assembly of these elements to make a harmony.54 Dow required art students to master a
set of principles applicable to all art forms that could then be employed meaningfully, not
mechanically, to their work.55 Dow believed that the goal of art was the expression of the
artist's personal ideas and feelings and that such subject matter was best realized through
harmonious arrangements of line, color, and notan.56 Generations of teachers were trained
by Dow and his protégés in classes at TC; many more students assimilated his design
principles through Composition, one of the most successful and influential textbooks on
art ever written.
Over ten years after her education at TC and for the rest of her life, Dow’s theory
51
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of design and emphasis on building harmony, along with the “active and experimental”
credo of the faculty resonated in Corpron’s photographic work and in how she taught her
own students. The faculty of TC believed that “the citizenry of a stable democracy must
be capable of purposeful thinking and that education must be active and experimental, not
passive and imitative.”57 This concept of producing students capable of thinking and not
just mindlessly repeating would become one of the most important factors of Corpron’s
classes. Corpron required her students to be proficient in the individual formal qualities
of design, so that through each assignment, the students could carefully and intentionally
make use of the elements to build a photograph. The best way to understand the influence
of Dow on Corpron’s teaching is by examining student works. A good example of this
proficiency in individual formal qualities can be seen in Men at Work No.12, a
photograph by Elizabeth McMath (nèe Moore, Class of 1951, Advertising Design). This
image of two men working at a construction site is an excellent study of light and dark in
balance. (Fig. 6) The man on the left, wearing a white shirt lit by the sun, stands in relief
to the shadowed background behind him. The man on the right is cast in a shadow made
up of a variety of tones, but the sun illuminates his left arm. Behind him, a patterned wall
contrasts with his striped overalls. The men are also wearing hats in contrasting midtones of white and gray. The lightness of the sky is balanced at the bottom by the light
color of the patterned wood. Corpron gave McMath an A for this assignment, and it was
included in an exhibition at TSCW that showcased excellent student work. McMath’s
photograph exemplifies Dow’s principles of compositional harmony through formal
characteristic, especially line, light, and shadow.
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Comparison with Georgia O’Keeffe
Corpron’s education and early life bears some similarity to those of Georgia
O’Keeffe, who was also educated at Teachers College, and who also taught in Texas.
Both women were pioneers of abstraction and they both taught avant-garde ideas to their
students. This comparison is valuable because it exemplifies an important theme of
twentieth century American art history – that women, as teachers and often as artists,
were a powerful force in spreading progressive ideas about art all over the country. Prior
to attending Teachers College, O’Keeffe took a summer course for art teachers at the
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, taught by Alon Bement, who was a protégé of
Arthur Wesley Dow.58 Bement introduced O’Keeffe to his then-revolutionary principle of
design, which was to “fill space in a beautiful way.” O’Keeffe’s previous art education
consisted of being taught to copy plaster casts and imitate nature in strong realism.
Bement’s exercises required O’Keeffe to return to the basics of design and composition,
line, color, shape, and texture, but more importantly, allowed her to do what she thought
was visually interesting.59 Corpron also found this emphasis on the individual helpful
when she began to experiment in her own photography. She did not feel pressure to make
her images copy or conform to any particular style, and imparted this lesson to her own
students.
Bement is responsible for O’Keeffe’s move to Texas; he found a job opening in
Amarillo that would allow her to continue to paint while earning a living.60 O’Keeffe was
hired as the supervisor of drawing for the six public schools of Amarillo.61 O’Keeffe
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immediately changed the course curriculum, beginning with tossing all the copies of the
Prang series of copybooks, called Text Books of Art Education, the standard drawing
workbook at that time, which included assignments, such as copying an orange. 62
O’Keeffe had her students do assignments that got them to think creatively and think
about space. Her progressive assignment and discard of the Prang copybooks agitated her
fellow educators, and O’Keeffe soon left this unsupportive environment.63
Once she left Amarillo in 1914, O’Keeffe decided to enroll at Teachers College to
train under Dow himself.64 Dow's ideas offered O'Keeffe an alternative to imitative
realism, and she experimented with them for two years. O'Keeffe was in New York from
fall 1914 to June 1915, taking courses at Teachers College. In the fall of 1915, when she
was teaching art at Columbia College in Columbia, South Carolina, “in an attempt to
discover a personal language through which she could express her own feelings and
ideas, she began a series of abstract charcoal drawings that are now recognized as being
among the most innovative in all of American art of the period.”65 She mailed some of
these drawings to a former Columbia classmate, who showed them to the internationally
known photographer and art promoter, Alfred Stieglitz, on January 1, 1916, and as a
result, O’Keeffe and Stieglitz began to steadily correspond.66 In 1916, O’Keeffe applied
and was accepted for a nine-month teaching job at West Texas State Normal College in
Canyon. O’Keeffe wanted to return to Texas because she was inspired by the landscape
of the Texas panhandle and the Palo Duro Canyon area. O’Keeffe only stayed in Canyon
until 1918, when she was persuaded to return to New York City at the urging of Alfred
Hunter Drohojowska-Philp, Full Bloom: The Art and Life of Georgia O’Keeffe, kindle edition.	
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Stieglitz, who, in addition to having fallen in love with her, told her no one could become
a recognized artist and live in the wilds of Texas.67
Corpron and O’Keeffe were both educated under the influence of Arthur Wesley
Dow; O’Keeffe directly by Dow himself and Corpron through his legacy at Teachers
College, the leading institution for arts education in the country. Both women began
careers in places far from home, alone, and although O’Keeffe would later marry, both
spent their years as young women free from the responsibilities of marriage. This allowed
both women to be able to independently make a path for themselves by exploring their
own art. Of the coincidence that both women taught in Texas, they enjoyed the state for
very different reasons. O’Keeffe was moved and inspired by the sweeping landscapes of
the Texas panhandle, the “terrible winds and wonderful emptiness” of the plains that she
found so beautiful, but for the most part remained aloof with the people with whom she
worked and lived.68 Corpron, however, was deeply affected by the people in Texas, the
progressive women who ran the department in which she taught, and especially her
students, her constant source of joy.
O’Keeffe only taught briefly before moving to New York to become Stieglitz’s
protégé, and Corpron taught for the rest of her life, only briefly practicing her own art.
Both women were American modernists who shared a similar early path, but their paths
diverted, in no small part, due to Stieglitz. Just as Stieglitz had predicted to O’Keeffe,
Texas was not the place to be to become a recognized artist. That power came from the
major cities and centers of competitive art in the East and West Coast. O’Keeffe left
Texas for New York City, and became one of the most famous woman artists of the 20th
67
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century. Corpron came closest to international fame when, in the summer of 1945 while
visiting New York City, she visited Stieglitz’s gallery An American Place.69 She had the
chance to meet Stieglitz, and recalled the encounter:
Stieglitz looked at me with his very piercing eyes, and asked, “Who are
you?” I answered, “I am Carlotta Corpron from Texas.” I told him I was
anxious to see more of his photographs. Someone else came in, and he
glowered at me, and told me to go and sit down, pointing to a little office
with only a chair, a desk, and a cot. I sat down in the chair. After a while
Stieglitz came into the little room. He did not look at me but lay down on
the cot, and I just sat there. Finally I glanced up and saw him looking at
me, sizing me up. I smiled and he asked me to tell him about myself. I
told him about my childhood in India, how long I had been teaching, and
when I became interested in photography. I had a portfolio of about ten
photographs with me.70
Corpron showed Stieglitz her prints and he said they “changed the way he saw the
world.”71 Stieglitz had become less interested in contemporary photography, after 1915
he only exhibited his own work and that of Ansel Adams, Eliot Porter, and Paul Strand.
Corpron’s “Light Drawings” would certainly have contrasted with the sharp landscapes
of Adams, the colorful and balanced nature photography of Porter, and the objective
machine forms of Strand. At the end of their meeting, when returning her prints inside a
portfolio, she recalled, “when Alfred Stieglitz saw my prints, after looking at them very
carefully – he patted them and said: ‘Put your children to bed.’ That is the way I feel
about them.”72 Stieglitz recognized the care and attention Corpron had put into her work.
Soon after returning home, Corpron received a letter from Stieglitz, handwritten rather
poetically and down the left side of the paper, which recollects their meeting:
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Curious “Coincidence”
I was sitting in my
very comfortable
chair here. Eyes halfclosed. Sort of in a
semi-trance. ~
I was wondering
Had you photographed
any. You were standing
before me ready to
go – I lying on
my cot. I heard
your voice. Heard
all you had told
me. Saw you sitting
so quietly in the
chair. All a vision.73
Corpron responded in a letter now lost, but included contact prints of her work
which Stieglitz had requested. Unfortunately, Stieglitz’s health was deteriorating, and he
died in July of 1946, having never opened her letter. Georgia O’Keeffe returned
Corpron’s contact prints and included a letter that stated, “I am returning your little prints
to you. They came too late. I opened your letter with other mail after he was gone. He
had said to me that he thought of showing your photographs, but I think he did not have
the energy. He would want you to go on – it is the only way.”74 If Stieglitz had lived to
exhibit her work, Corpron would have been the first woman since 1915 to be shown at
any of his galleries.75 Although she must have been disappointed, Corpron took
O’Keeffe’s advice and continued with her experimental photography, culminating in her
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“Fluid Light Designs,” which represent the goal Corpron had since the beginning of her
photography, to capture light itself.

Overseas Travel and Personal Growth
Once Corpron had graduated with her master’s degree and with her family in
India after they returned from their furlough, she decided to travel overseas for a summer
in 1928 because she wanted to see the paintings, the cathedrals, and the castles to teach
the history of art effectively.76 After accepting a teaching position at the University of
Cincinnati, Corpron traveled to England for summer study in 1932.77 This trip was
ultimately a significant time in Corpron’s life. Although a naturally shy and selfcontained person, Corpron’s time in England helped her develop social skills and
increased her capability to interact and communicate with others. Corpron returned with a
greater confidence that allowed her to disseminate her knowledge and passion for art to
her students. Commenting on the experience, she stated:
I went to England alone, which was rather unusual for the day (1932). But
I didn’t mind being alone – I treasured it. I loved that feeling of being
alone in London. I had joined the English Speaking Union before sailing
and finally I called on their London office. The Union showered me with
wonderful invitations throughout my stay. How can I begin to explain
what that summer did for me? …The journey was like a dream.
Everywhere people offered me hospitality. In what way did it change me?
I realized that I was a person of worth – a complete stranger who could
make friends of other strangers. They liked me and I began to really love
people for the first time. I had always been shy but suddenly I felt myself
growing…I blossomed at 31!78
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Full of the enthusiastic spirit she gained in England, Corpron sailed for the United
States ready to “communicate her feelings about life and art.”79 Although Corpron had
enjoyed teaching before, she now loved it, and loved the students, stating, “I had been
distant and afraid to let my feelings go. Suddenly I was secure. I found with my students
that I could embrace the whole class with love. I know my students have felt that. I
wanted to introduce them to the arts and tell them never to compromise quality – not even
with people.”80 Former student Judy Staggs (nèe Baylor, Class of 1958, Clothing and
Costume Design and Fashion Illustration) recalled, “She would do anything for you that
you’d ask. She was most generous with her time.”81 Corpron’s newfound confidence and
passion for art manifested itself in an infectious teaching spirit, and her students regarded
her as worldly and highly educated yet accessible and approachable.

Corpron’s Introduction to Photography
Just prior to moving to Denton, and while teaching at the University of Cincinnati
School of Applied Arts from 1928 to 1935, Corpron purchased her first camera, a twinlens reflex Rolleiflex in 1933 to gain experience with the medium and to provide her
textile design students with examples of forms found in nature.82 (Fig. 7) Corpron was
immediately comfortable with a camera in hand and began taking photographs as a
hobby. 83 Her first photographs were simple snapshots of the world around her: people,
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plants, landscapes, among others.84 However, from early on Corpron rejected doing
anything she considered “ordinary”:
I was teaching fabric design at the University of Cincinnati. This was
during a period when flowered chintzes and patterned draperies were very
popular, and so many of them were so ordinary. I liked to do things to
inspire my students creatively, so I got a camera to take close-ups of
flowers and leaves.85
Corpron thought that photographing interesting shapes and patterns could be turned into
equally interesting textile designs. In 1957, Josephine Eager (Class of 1961, Advertising
Design) enrolled in Corpron’s design course and was able to successfully apply this
practice. Eager recalled the similar assignment: “We did fabric design [in the design
course]. We went on a field trip to Dallas and the main idea was to find a design for
fabric. I saw a design…I made a pattern out of birds and I put it on fabric and made a
skirt out of it. I kept that skirt for many years, and my mother even wanted it. She even
wore it!” With the silkscreen process, Eager transferred her design onto fabric, and later
used the fabric to sew a skirt.86 In a fitting marriage of photography and textile design, a
section of Corpron’s 1946 photograph Fluid Light Design has been printed on a silk
scarf, currently for sale at the gift shop at the Amon Carter Museum, which houses her
archives.87
When Corpron was first hired by TSCW in 1935, she did not teach photography,
as her training was in art education. Instead, she taught history of art and design with the
principles she had learned at Teachers College. Soon after being hired, however, she was
asked to teach a photography course. She did not have any formal training for technique
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in photography, which she felt she needed before she could teach the subject. In 1936
Corpron enrolled in a summer session at the Art Center School, which later changed its
named to The Art Center School of Design in Los Angeles, California.88 The Art Center
had been founded in 1930, and photography was added a year later by Fred R. Archer, a
well-known West Coast portrait photographer. The school is known for employing a
fairly progressive early model of photographic education, and Edward Kaminski, who
was a photography professor from 1935 to 1956, was known for his imaginative
assignments and utilization of found objects as props.
Corpron was not enrolled in these exciting and progressive courses, but instead
took a summer class in technical training. She found the formal assignments “trivial” and
“uninteresting,” likely because the assignments were designed so the beginning student
would prioritize mastering technique.89 Of the assignments, Corpron stated:
They’d [the Art Center instructors] just give me problems like
photographing the Seventh Street Bridge or the Beverly Hills Courthouse.
What do you learn from that? All the time, being a teacher first, I thought
in terms of really understanding light so that I’d be able to help my
students understand too.90
Corpron’s statement reveals her very early interest in the role of light in photography, a
dependent relationship Corpron would spend her entire photography career investigating
and experimenting. Light became the focal point of Corpron’s work, and she encouraged
her students to explore the transformative effects of light in their work as well.
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Unfortunately the Art Center does not currently have any records pertaining to the
summer courses offered there during the time Corpron was a student.91 A class schedule
description for a 1935 Photography 1 course, which was likely similar to the introductory
summer course that Corpron would have taken, outlines the basics taught in the class,
such as laboratory instruction, negative development, and contact printing.92 Perhaps
Corpron’s summer course was similar to this introductory and technically focused class
that concentrated on principles. In the foreword to the Art Center’s 1934 department
course guide, the fundamental courses are described as being “designed to present that
reasonable and logical starting point from which valid experimentation and professional
growth may proceed.”93 A 1937 general school catalog outlines the photography
department’s focus of technique and practice, composition and lighting, portraiture,
advertising and illustrative design, and color photography.94
Had Corpron been enrolled in the school for a regular semester, she might have
found the advanced course offerings more interesting, such as Kaminski’s Composition
and Lighting course, which is described as dealing with “forceful and dramatic picture
qualities. Lighting, arrangement, balance, accent, movement, ideas, for powerful
results.”95 In addition to the foundational practices of photography, Corpron also learned
that the fundamental aspect of good photography is a perfect negative and a perfect
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print.96 As the department description points out, “there can be no valid excuse for
careless workmanship.”97 According to former student anecdotes and portfolio records,
Corpron would constantly emphasize this tenet in her classes, making notes and
criticisms of technical skill before discussing the subject of a student’s work. Ensuring
the printed work was executed as perfectly as possible also meant that Corpron and her
students were treating the medium with professionalism and high regard.
Although Corpron enrolled in the summer course at the Art Center specifically to
learn the fundamentals of photography, her comments suggest that she was eager to move
on from the basics and to begin experimenting with the medium. While she remained
committed to technical excellence and conveyed the importance of technique to her
students, Corpron’s time at the Art Center likely made her aware early on of her interest
in light with photography, since it was something she was intrinsically fascinated in
learning about that the class did not introduce or even touch upon. Corpron’s former
student McMath recalled that Corpron lamented, “She told me [that] she wished she was
my age and knew what I knew. She didn’t feel like she had received a good enough
education.”98 Corpron was thirty-five when she was at the Art Center, and based upon her
comment to McMath, probably often wondered what she might have accomplished if she
had started in photography sooner and had training in the medium that encouraged and
stimulated her interested in light.
Once Corpron returned from California and was in her first year teaching at
TSCW, she was asked to photograph the department heads of the college, although she
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never stated who asked her and why they felt she could do the job. Corpron referred to
the assignment as a “task,” stating, “ I just could not be a general portrait photographer
trying to please everybody. It would not work.”99 Corpron struggled with the assignment
of general portraiture given to her because she felt she had to please her sitters, instead of
satisfying her own creative interests.100 By revealing her early reluctance to practice
portrait photography, Corpron reaffirmed her desire to do something beyond what was
normal or expected. Portraiture was the most prevalent form of photography, and the
most common photography career among women.101 Corpron rejected anything common.
While her photography classes did include portraiture as an assignment, she guided her
students to try and capture more in the photograph than merely an image of the sitter.
This is important because it reveals that one of Corpron’s goals was to the have her
students think critically and work to capture an image of a person that imbued depth and
meaning beyond the outward appearance of the sitter.
During and after her education at the Art Center, Corpron’s own inquisitiveness
led her to begin investigating the creative potential of her photography and the
possibilities of experimenting with light.102 “I was so excited about light,” she said. “I
worked in the darkroom constantly. Sometimes I would work all night, not even realizing
the hours had passed. It was a wonderful kind of intoxication. I felt I could go on forever
– exploring.”103 Her photographs focused on manipulations and investigations of light,
not as part of the photographic process, but as a malleable subject in itself – one that
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inspired Corpron with limitless possibilities.104 To understand how Corpron reacted to her
formal photographic education and began to investigate her own ideas about
photography, we must examine the development of her early works.

Nature Studies
In “Nature Studies,” her earliest group of work, Corpron began to investigate
more closely the designs in the nature she was photographing. The works in this series
show a clear interest in the effect of light on the objects and design, evident by how she
positioned the subject to be photographed and how light altered or in other ways
contributed to the image. Corpron described this early period of her work, stating:
At first, I took pictures all over of the things that everybody photographs. I
liked them, but I still had the feeling that they were not quite my own.
Somebody with the same camera and the same lighting could have taken
the same picture. But I want my photographs to be mine, I want to feel
that I am the one who saw them. I think that’s why I went into the kind of
photography I did, because I had this intense desire to create with light.105
In order to investigate this impulse to create with light, Corpron began looking at nature
forms for their inherent patterns, lines, and textures, and utilized light to bring out and
accentuate those features. In her photograph of an elephant ear leaf, Corpron remarked
that that effect of light on the surface made the leaf look as thought it was made of
taffeta, a fine silk fabric.106 (Fig. 8) She examined how light accentuates texture, evident
in her photograph of a cabbage plant (Fig. 9) and Coral and Starfish, which shows a
starfish on a sea fan, two highly textured natural form, which Corpron highlighted by the
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camera angle. (Fig. 10) In her photograph of a lotus blossom, Corpron captures the soft
diffusion of light created by the petals that makes the flower seem luminous.
One of Corpron’s best-known photographs is of a Chinese cabbage that she titled
Nature Dancer. (Fig. 11) When reviewing her photographs of a cabbage she initially
bought to cook, she noticed it resembled the stance of a figure that reminded her of a very
imperious dancer when viewed upside down.107 This photograph reveals her impulse to
look beyond the original form and explore the creative potential of light in changing the
way we see the vegetable. Nature Dancer bears a resemblance to Edward Weston’s style
of fruit and vegetable photography, which he was investigating within the same decade.
(Fig. 12) Both photographers used light and low f-stops to render maximum detail and
sharp focus. Weston felt the best approach to photography was through this hyperrealism,
which could be used to record life within an object, and provided a characterization.108
Corpron seems to have appreciated this “hyperrealism” more so because it featured the
capability of light in revealing an object’s “maximum texture.”109 Another comparison to
Weston can be made by examining their photographs of oil tanks in Texas. (Fig. 13)
While they both found the round shape and curving stairs on the oil tank interesting
features worthy of photographing, Corpron manipulated her final image by using two
negatives to creative a bisymmetric, abstract design. (Fig. 14)
Through photographing nature Corpron realized her constant focus was on the
effects of light and the subject itself was only necessary as a vehicle for that discovery,
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and her following series demonstrate her gradual progression towards capturing light as a
solitary subject.

Light Drawings
Corpron’s next series, “Light Drawings,” display a complete departure from the
sharply focused representational work she began with. This series embodies Corpron’s
first attempt at producing a photograph in which light itself is the subject. Made primarily
between 1940 and 1943, Corpron would hold open her Rolleiflex’s shutter before light
sources, such as carnival rides, at night. Corpron did not know what the resulting
photograph would look like, stating, “When I started to experiment I let the light
determine the photograph.”110 To do this, Corpron would hold open the camera’s shutter,
and whatever the light did during that time is what she recorded. There is a clear
progression of Corpron’s technique with this series. Church in Havana (Fig. 15) shows
static dots of light forming a clear architectural outline, a gestalt game of connect-thedots. In Light Circles (Fig. 16), Corpron held the shutter open while a carnival ride
rotated before her. The moving carnival ride is discernible, but the sense of movement
through the line becomes of greater interest. Corpron even experimented with
photographing fireworks, allowing the explosion to determine the lines in the “drawing.”
(Figs. 17 and 18) Corpron then began to rhythmically swing her Rolleiflex around to
abstract the image further from its source. In A Walk in Fair Park, Dallas (Fig. 19),
Corpron captures only abstraction, as the original subject matter is now lost to the
calligraphic qualities of the lines of light.
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Corpron’s “Light Drawings” have solid black backgrounds upon which thin lines
of light are “scribbled,” culminating in photographs that look like delicate sketches. The
end result is choreography of thin lines, which Corpron said looked like they were
“drawn with a Spencerian pen dipped in light.”111 These manipulations reveal the hand of
the photographer in a way that is uncommon in photography. Because the mechanics of a
camera capture the image, the presence of the artist’s “hand” is usually diminished in
favor of emphasizing the artist’s thought. However, in Corpron’s “Light Drawings,” the
“scribbles” of light intimate the presence of the photographer’s hands on the camera, and
provide the most obvious example of Corpron’s mantra, “A painter works with color as
the medium, a photographer works with light.”112 Although all of Corpron’s photographs
show an interest in manipulating light, the “Light Drawings” have the most literal
implication of her intercession.
To create her image Commentary on Civilization, Corpron held open the shutter
aimed at a carnival ride and then moved her camera down in a straight line. (Fig. 20)
Corpron later reflected on her reaction to seeing the result of this particular experiment by
describing the individual lines of light stating, “As I looked at this particular image I
thought it was a commentary on civilization. Most people go around in circles, one or
two have more luminosity than others. Then one or two would have courage to step out
from the crowd. That’s me.”113 Corpron had never seen or been made aware of any
photography that compared to the experiments she was conducting Denton, Texas, and
her work was formally certainly very different from what she had been taught in
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California. However, the influence of her formal education on her early works is evident.
In her early works, Corpron revealed her sense of design that she learned Teachers
College, and the technical excellence she acquired at the Art Center in California.
Referencing what she had learned in California, Corpron’s “Nature Studies” in particular
reveal the influence of the trend of straight photography dominating West Coast
photography through their critically sharp focus and objective reality. The fact that
Corpron was more interested in the effects of light than the subject upon which it shone,
and was beginning to experiment with light as a subject, demonstrates that Corpron was
stylistically moving away from the straight photography movement on the West Coast
which influenced her photographic education.
Corpron assumed the position of teacher of photography before she’d ever
received formal, technical training. She wanted to be well informed and so enrolled in
one of the best schools offering summer classes in photographic technique in California,
at the Art Center School of Design, which was influenced by the straight photography
movement. Her lessons there not only introduced her to the basic approach and chemical
processes of photography, but instilled in her the importance of good, clean technique.
She learned how to make an image as crisp and in-focus as possible to render even the
slightest detail. She saw how texture could be rendered and intensified in an image. But
more importantly, she learned that her primary interest was light. Using her design
education from Teachers College, she was able to apply Dow’s theories to her own
photographic work. With an understanding of notan, Corpron created photographs that
utilized light and capitalized on the finite gradations in shadows. A commitment to light
meant moving away from straight photography, for light divorced from an object on
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which to shine does not take any form. It can follow form, reflect as pattern, diffuse
through atmosphere, render tone, illuminate and highlight, but historically is shown in
relation to an object or subject. Light as a subject itself is abstract in its very nature, and
therefore Corpron moved away from straight photography very early in her photographic
career. She focused on certain aspects of her formal education, combining them to help
her create her own artistic style.
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Chapter 2
Corpron’s Informal Education and Later Photographs

The second part of Corpron’s education began in 1942 after she had been teaching
at TSCW for six years. In that time, she had begun her explorations into light as a
creative medium with her “Light Drawing” series. However, she was somewhat secluded
in Denton, a small town in Texas about forty miles north of Dallas, and had a growing
desire for someone who could help guide her work. That interaction came with the
fortuitous arrival of László Moholy-Nagy and György Kepes to Denton. Their coming
introduced Corpron to the ideas and educational principles of the New Bauhaus, which
would be profoundly influential on her work and her teaching. An overview of the New
Bauhaus foundational principles and photographic educational strategies is necessary to
understand how Corpron incorporated their pedagogical methods to augment her own
teaching and her response to what she learned by focusing on her concurrent and later
photographs. By examining her informal education and resulting photographs, we can
understand the pedagogical foundation upon which Corpron developed her own teaching,
and Corpron’s place in early 20th century photographic education can be contextualized.

Foundational New Bauhaus Principles
Around the time of World War II, many refugees to the United States transformed
the culture of the country. For photography, that meant an influx of artists who brought
with them an investigative spirit, “advocating innovation on every level: formal,
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technical, and material.”114 In Chicago, that meant Moholy-Nagy and Kepes and the
Institute of Design, or the New Bauhaus. The original Bauhaus was founded by Walter
Gropius in 1919 but closed in 1933. In 1937, the Association of Arts and Industries, a
new Chicago business group, offered Walter Gropius the opportunity to open a Bauhaus
in Chicago, but because Gropius had accepted a teaching position at Harvard, he
recommended Moholy-Nagy as an excellent candidate.115 Upon accepting the position,
Moholy-Nagy had to build a complete curriculum for the design school within three
months. Fortunately, Moholy-Nagy had a well-developed set of principles about art
education, based on a belief that an artist’s education be rooted in fundamentals and
taught through a unity with science, technology, and industrialism.
Moholy-Nagy’s confidence in the school came from the compatibility of his ideas
of the role of art in an industrialized society with the educational philosophy of the New
Bauhaus that contained the objective of “educating skilled generalists who would be
well-grounded in ‘the new unity’ of art, science, and technology.”117 With evolving
technology and a new cultural location, Moholy-Nagy understood that the foundations of
the original Bauhaus education had to be expanded, and allowed for the artistic
component of the curriculum to be extended to scientific arts such as photography, film,
and light sculpture, and to nonvisual arts such as music and poetry.118 Based on the
previous Bauhaus principles, course study at the New Bauhaus began with a Preliminary
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Course (renamed the Foundation Course in 1945), after which the student chose a threeyear specialized course of study. By introducing students to a variety of assignments, the
Preliminary Course allowed them to choose the specific area of study, similar to a college
major, that they would most like to follow for the remaining three years of study.119
(Fig. 21) Moholy-Nagy described the objective of the Preliminary Course to provide
“spontaneity and inventiveness, to show the student the way to a universal outlook, to
make him conscious of his creative power.”121 Corpron harnessed these key objectives in
her own teaching, encouraging each student’s confidence in his or her own individuality.
Moholy-Nagy was personally interested in innovation and exploration, and the
New Bauhaus curriculum emphasized learning through experimentation, the individual
rather than the whole class, and the learning process above results. The idea that artistic
ability could be taught was a very new idea in art education.124 This represented a new
perspective in art education that sought not to merely train students to replicate and
reproduce, but to provide students with opportunities for creative self-expression and
concept formation.125 The teacher functioned as a guide; they were not there to teach
prescribed and systematically organized content. Art education in the country still
advocated copying images, particularly from the Prang series Text Books of Art
Education, which had been in use in art education since 1875.126 The New Bauhaus
luminaries were among the first educators to recognize that a student develops best “from
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the inside out, rather than from the outside in.127 Through this approach, a student who
was encouraged to create based on his or her own interests would produce things both
beautiful and functional.

Early Photography Education at the New Bauhaus
Photography was never a principal component of the original Bauhaus
curriculum, but Moholy-Nagy incorporated it into the New Bauhaus program under the
umbrella of science, the added element to the Bauhaus formula of art and technology.
Eventually photography at the New Bauhaus would become its own highly specialized
area of education, but at the beginning photography was “one component in a program
conceived to educated the whole person.”128 The New Bauhaus became the first art school
to promote photography in general and experimental photography in particular. The study
and practice of photography throughout the country was revolutionized based on what
was happening in Chicago. According to Lloyd C. Engelbrecht, a biographer of MoholyNagy, the greatest New Bauhaus contributions to photography were that:
First, photography was taught as a basic understanding of light and
the manipulation of light; second, it was recognized as central to
modern vision, a fundamental part of what Moholy believed it meant
to say that someone was literate; third, photography was integrated
into a complete art and design curriculum; and fourth, it was taught
experimentally, not rigidly or dogmatically or commercially.129
Engelbrecht pointed out that Moholy-Nagy’s understanding of photography and how it
could be taught were fundamentally different from how photography was being taught in
the rest of the country. For the first time, subject matter became secondary to light, and
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instead of indoctrinating a style or commercial applicability, photography became a tool
to teach students about design. In its technical teaching the New Bauhaus was
experimental; it neither attempted to propagate nor did it achieve a particular style or
doctrine; instead, the school sought to come to some kind of artistic reconciliation with
the machine age, to open it up to new forms and new potentialities of creativity.
Photography at the New Bauhaus incorporated problem-based learning, an
understanding of light as source, and an examination of form as well as experimental
practices, such as photograms, light boxes, multiple exposures, solarization, and the use
of reflection and refraction.130 Moholy-Nagy invited György Kepes to teach the first class
in photography at the New Bauhaus, aided in the beginning by commercial photographer
Henry Holmes Smith.131 Kepes had already begun to experiment with light and shadow in
his own work, and this contributed to his qualifications to teach photography. The most
important developments created by the New Bauhaus’s photography program include
photograms, light modulators, and light boxes, and are the fundamental techniques that
Corpron would assimilate into her own teaching. (Figs. 22, 23 and 24)
The New Bauhaus closed after its inaugural year due to a number of reasons, the
primary one being the Association of Arts and Industries, which had funded the school,
told Moholy-Nagy they could no longer support it financially. The executive director of
the association Norma K. Stahle, who had successfully run the association since 1922,
became dissatisfied with Moholy-Nagy’s handling of the school and probably felt he was
not consulting with her.147 They originally had an amicable relationship based on similar
modernist ideals, but at some point their relationship faltered, a precursory conflict that
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contributed to the school’s closing.148 Although it would reopen as the Chicago School of
Design with support from public funding, donated time from the staff and settlement
money from the Association for its breach of a five-year contract, it is possible that the
New Bauhaus’ difficulties with the Association of Arts and Industries stemmed, in part,
from Moholy-Nagy’s difficulties with Stahle, who was a woman. The New Bauhaus,
although tremendously progressive in terms of art and design, was “mired in traditional
attitudes towards women.”149 The school was entirely staffed by men until 1977, when
the first woman was hired. It is difficult to determine the number of women students
enrolled prior to 1960 but of the 137 who graduated in photography between 1952 and
1981 only 26 were women.150

László Moholy-Nagy and György Kepes come to Denton, Texas
This, perhaps subtle, prejudice towards women did not stop him from coming to a
women’s college, however. In the summer of 1942, Moholy-Nagy came to Denton,
Texas, at the invitation of Mary Marshall, the director of the Art Department at Texas
State College for Women, to teach a three-week summer session workshop. 151 MoholyNagy was highly skilled at public relations, which was one of the reasons the New
Bauhaus ideas became so widespread.152 He traveled extensively to give lectures on New
Bauhaus education and the New Vision. Moholy-Nagy, Kepes, and Nathan Lerner
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organized an exhibition in 1941 for the Museum of Modern Art in New York, titled,
“How to Make a Photogram,” which traveled throughout the country, including Texas.153
In 1941, Marshall studied briefly at the Institute of Design in Chicago, and it is likely she
knew about this exhibition and its touring schedule. This exhibition and the timing of its
location might have contributed to Moholy-Nagy’s ability to accept Marshall’s invitation
to come to TSCW.
Corpron was relatively secluded in Denton, and had no like-minded
photographers to talk with about her ideas. Confident in her developing photographic
style, Corpron craved some form of guidance or direction for her work and the ideas she
had about light in photography. Moholy-Nagy’s arrival in Denton provided the first
interaction with a like-minded individual. There are no written records from MoholyNagy’s summer workshop other than the course description in the school catalogue that
defines it as a fine art workshop, but Corpron has described the three-week course as a
two-part light workshop. 154 Corpron took a photograph of Moholy-Nagy teaching,
standing in the middle of a crowded, standing-room-only workshop. His arm is in midgesture as his hand points towards a set-up on a table, a contraption to control light.
(Fig. 25) The light workshop focused on two problems, the photogram and the light
modulator. Corpron served as Moholy-Nagy’s assistant, introducing the students to
simple darkroom technique.155 Describing the introduction to light modulators, Corpron
stated, “The students worked with white paper, folding, curving, and lighting it so that
certain plane or surfaces would be distinct in the light, and others would retreat into
shadow.” Corpron was able to see first-hand the usefulness of photograms and light
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modulators as tools to teach students to focus on light, shadow, and form. Corpron was
also able to practice them for herself with the guidance of Moholy-Nagy. Being fairly
secluded from the major centers of photography, it is easy to imagine the excitement and
satisfaction Corpron felt in meeting a major figure in education who shared similar ideas
about the future of photography.
At the conclusion of the summer course, the students mounted an exhibition in the
Fine Art Building of about fifty images of photograms and light modulators. MoholyNagy complimented Corpron on her teaching methods, remarking, “he had never known
such empathy between teacher and students.”156 Captivated by her introduction to these
new photographic techniques which exemplified the focus on light, shadow, and form
that she was already pursuing in her own work, Corpron sought more advice and further
instruction from Moholy-Nagy. Her 1942 photograph of Moholy-Nagy conveys a sense
of shyness, as though Corpron is peeking out from around the student to whom MoholyNagy is speaking, wanting to engage with the man who had brought to Denton
tremendous tools of inspiration. (Fig. 26) However, she was disappointed when MoholyNagy gave her no encouragement. “The advice he gave me,” she stated, “which was so
ridiculous in a way, was to photograph the girls who were working their way through
school. He didn’t understand my need, my desperate need to work and to do something
original in photography.”157 This suggestion seems so against what Moholy-Nagy taught
at the New Bauhaus, primarily because he believed portraiture was only best done when
the student had mastered the individual elements of light, shadow, and texture, learned
through photograms and work with light modulators.
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Whether busy with work or too focused on commitments waiting for him in
Chicago, or perhaps because she was a woman, four years later Moholy-Nagy tried to
rectify this inattention by incorporating one of Corpron’s images into his book, Vision in
Motion, published posthumously in 1947.158 (Fig. 27) The photograph, one her woven
light images from 1944, is of light through a glass brick, which creates a woven pattern
made up of a range of tones. (Fig. 28) Moholy-Nagy used it to illustrate a section in the
photography chapter titled “Photographic Quality,” which describes the ability of reliable
artificial illumination to provide a richer multitude of gradations of shadows, one of the
“materials” of black and white photography.159
Although Moholy-Nagy believed direct interaction between student and teacher
to be the most effective way to foster the student’s individual artistic qualities, he has
been described as focusing on the “horizons beyond the confines of the classroom, the
printed work being his medium of choice.”160 He was a prolific writer, and at the time
Corpron met him was already working on his last text, Vision in Motion. Perhaps Corpron
sensed this distraction. Unsatisfied with Moholy-Nagy’s refusal to acknowledge or guide
her work, for the rest of her life Corpron did not recognize or give credit to his obvious
influence on her photography.161
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Following this workshop that fed her desire to continue with experimental
photography and which also validated the direction of her work, Corpron began to search
for a teacher who could guide her in her own photography. Corpron wanted to make sure
that she was “on the right track.”162 Once her ideas about photography had been
substantiated by Moholy-Nagy’s light workshop, Corpron probably wanted to continue a
dialogue with like-minds. She was committed to finding a teacher with the same interest
in the creative potentials of light. Corpron had by now seen images of the work coming
from the New Bauhaus, and was particularly interested in the work of Kepes, stating, “I
knew he was the one person in the world who could direct my work,” likely because of
his photographic experiments with light.163 Corpron planned to take a year off of work to
enroll in the School of Design in Chicago in order to study with Kepes. The school wrote
to Corpron informing her that Kepes had resigned to work on his new book The
Language of Vision, and in 1944 a fortuitous twist of fate brought Kepes to Denton
instead. Kepes accepted a teaching position at North Texas State College, the other
university in Denton, now called the University of North Texas.164
Although Kepes initially told Corpron he was too busy to give her lessons, he
changed his mind once he saw her photographs.165 This reversal suggests that Kepes saw
in Corpron’s work something special worth cultivating. Perhaps it was her concentration
on light, which coincided with New Bauhaus teachings, that he recognized and saw
kinship with. For several months the two began to meet once a week to talk about
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photography, and they formed a lasting and mutually beneficial friendship. Corpron’s
informal portrait of Kepes, seated on a step and smiling, is a snapshot of their friendship.
(Fig. 29) Kepes wrote the foreword to the exhibition catalog for Corpron’s 1980
retrospective at the Amon Carter Museum of American Art, “We became friends and,
due to the circumstances of my European background, which gave me some advantage in
experiences, she was generous enough to ask me to help her to explore new ways in
photographic experimentation.”166 These new ways included solarization and the light
box, which appealed to Corpron’s method of producing carefully controlled experiments
in the studio, and solarization.
Kepes stayed in Denton for two years, when he then accepted an invitation to go
to the Massachusetts Institute of Design to develop their Visual Design program, which
would later become the Center for Advanced Visual Studies. Although his stay in Denton
was brief, he and Corpron maintained a written correspondence. In the 1990s, when
Kepes was himself in his 90s, he was asked to an art education conference in Boston,
where in front of a crowd of people, he stated that in reflecting upon his teaching career,
the best teaching experience he ever had was in Denton, Texas.167 Kepes also
acknowledged Corpron’s influence on him when remembering their time together, when
he stated, “She graciously considered me her teacher, but that was a misnomer for my
role. No doubt I learned as much from her as she credits me with her learning from me,
for she hardly needed my guidance, or anybody’s.”168 Although Kepes felt she didn’t
need guidance, Corpron was certainly glad to have his support and encouragement.
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Corpron’s Work Post-New Bauhaus
Directly influenced by Moholy-Nagy’s workshop and her work with Kepes,
through which she acquired the knowledge and methods of the photography class at the
New Bauhaus, Corpron proceeded with her photography. Eager to make use of the new
techniques she had gained and with the encouragement of Kepes, Corpron quickly began
to experiment with her photography. She began by staging light modulators inside of a
light box, and shining different wattage light bulbs and flashlights through holes in the
box. For these more controlled studies, Corpron used a Korona 4 x 5 view camera with a
Goerz-Dagor lens. (Fig. 30) Corpron would explore the forms for hours before taking a
single photograph, paying attention to the variations in tone and the combination of light
and shadow.

Light Patterns
Working with white paper modulators in simple forms used to catch and reflect
light, Corpron began her next phase of experimentation, which comprise her “Light
Patterns” series. Beginning with white paper modulators Corpron explored light patterns
made by other objects, including glass bricks and a variety of glass paperweights.
(Fig. 31) Corpron was still primarily interested in photographing light, and didn’t want to
“go too far with [the light modulators] by creating beautiful structures.” Corpron said, “I
wanted to see what I could do with light and shading by manipulating the lighting and the
white paper. I never thought of them as finished works of art.”171 (Figs. 32 and 33) Kepes
used one of Corpron’s light patterns, Light Volumes, in his book Language of Vision,
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which he was working on while in Denton. (Fig. 34) The image illustrates the book’s
section on organizing space, using it as an example of dynamic linear direction.172
Because the modulator made for Light Volumes was so successful, Corpron used the
negative again in multiple ways, using it as a cross negative and with the addition of light
from venetian blinds. (Figs. 35, 36 and 85) Corpron began to photograph outside of the
light box so she could use light through venetian blinds as a patterning tool. This
progressed to her next series, “Light Follows Form.”

Light Follows Form
Corpron used a number of objects in this series of photographs to examine how
light played across their surfaces. She had a small collection of plaster forms, similar in
size and shape to the wood hand-sculptures created by New Bauhaus students, which she
used not as a subject, but as a canvas upon which light molded itself.173 (Figs. 37 and 38)
Corpron also used glass paperweights, mirrors, and a plaster bust, all of which were not
photographed as subjects themselves, but used as tools to investigate the ability of light to
reveal and follow their surfaces. (Figs. 39 and 40)

Space Compositions
Corpron became interested in the potential of light to create an illusion of depth
and space, and began to experiment with this idea through her “Space Composition”
series. An interest in space is another concept Corpron was introduced to by her New
Bauhaus educators, who taught students to create space modulators in order to relate
Kepes, Language of Vision, 60-61. 	
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design to direct work.174 Corpron used mirrors and a curved ferrotype (thin sheet of
reflective metal) to manipulate and suggest space and depth. She used nautilus shells and
eggs in these distorted settings for their interesting inherent shapes and the way they
warped in the reflective surfaces. (Fig. 41 and 42) Corpron was particularly happy with
her egg compositions. Eggs were ideal for experiments with distortion because Corpron
felt the eggs had a very pure shape and created very interesting designs in the ferrotype.175
(Figs. 43 and 44) The egg photographs were made using only one forty-watt light bulb,
which meant the exposure had to be at least one to two minutes long.

Fluid Light Designs
This series represents the culmination of Corpron’s experiments, in which she
comes closest to capturing light itself. Using plastic sheets in different arrangements,
Corpron was able to capture light itself in the interplay of the folds and shirrs, and the
transparency of the plastic meant that light could be truly seen apart from an object, as a
subject in itself. (Fig. 45) Reflecting on these fluid designs, she stated, “I didn’t plan
these pictures. I didn’t plan to do anything but let the light guide me. It was more or less
an exploration into the unknown.” Once she discovered how to capture light seemingly
liberated from objects, she began to rearrange her setups to see how that would change
the image. (Figs. 46, 47, and 48) Upon seeing these works, Kepes wrote to Corpron and
stated, “The greatest contribution you have made with your work – as I see it – is that you
handled light with freedom and understanding as a good sculptor handles clay. You really
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mold your photographs from light – and in this way you have found the answer.”176
Corpron always felt that the medium of a photographer was light, in the way a sculptor
uses clay, as Kepes noted. With her “Fluid Light Designs,” Corpron came closest to
capturing pure light unencumbered by material form.
After her initial inquiry into photography with “Nature Studies,” Corpron clearly
broke away from what she considered to be a traditional and creatively stifling form of
straight photography, and through trial and error began to subvert the camera’s literalism
to make something new. As writer Bill Marvel noted, “The extraordinary series of
photographs she made between 1940 and 1948 were truly made, and not just taken. They
were fashioned in the artist’s imagination and mind, then painstakingly assembled…long
before the shutter snapped and they were captured on film.”177 Following her instruction
from Moholy-Nagy and Kepes, Corpron had a formula to begin investigating light.
Referring to the light modulators, Corpron stated, “To me it was a step forward, and it
was one that Mr. Kepes suggested to me. He said to work until I photographed light
instead of paper. I did.”178 Corpron achieved her goal of photographing light with her last
series, “Fluid Light Designs.” In 1955, after this period of artistic flourishing, poor health
ultimately required Corpron to abandon her work in the darkroom due to the chemicals
and damp conditions.179 Corpron never regretted her inability to continue with her
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photography; she found her true calling in teaching, and pride and satisfaction in the
photographic experimentations of her students.180
The Bauhaus and New Bauhaus have had a tremendous influence on American
photography and photographic education. Moholy-Nagy’s daughter, Hattula MoholyNagy, stated that the school’s greatest achievement was the teachers it produced, “[The
Bauhaus and New Bauhaus teachers] carried its philosophy and methods into their own
classrooms and their own creative work. Many of the individuals pioneered courses that
have transformed design education.”181 Although Corpron did not receive the full benefit
of actually attending the school in Chicago, her interactions with Moholy-Nagy and her
continuing friendship and contact with Kepes ensured the revolutionary developments in
photographic education and the legacy of the New Bauhaus reached Denton, Texas.
Corpron’s formal education on the West Coast and fortuitous encounter and
cultivation with the New Bauhaus in the early years of her teaching career bolstered her
belief that photography, as a relatively new medium, was waiting to be explored.
Corpron’s inherent curiosity, commitment to originality and joy in teaching combined
with a progressive photographic education are what made her an excellent photographer
and successful teacher. The New Bauhaus educational philosophy resonated with
Corpron’s own developing educational ideas and the techniques Corpron learned,
including light modulators and light boxes, substantiated and supported the principles she
was developing as an artist and sharing as a teacher.
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Chapter 3
The Development of Photography at TSCW
and Overview of Corpron’s Photography Courses
Although most art historical discussions of Corpron so far have concerned her
photography, her teaching is equally important. The role and reaction of the Texas State
College for Women in Denton, Texas, in supporting Corpron has never been investigated
and is important in examining Corpron within the history of photographic education. This
chapter examines the development of photography at TSCW and the circumstances that
made it a microcosm of modern photographic education. An overview of Corpron’s
photography courses will also be discussed to draw further comparison with how
photography was being taught in the rest of the country.

Photography at Texas State College for Women
When Texas State College for Women first opened in 1903 as the Girls Industrial
College of Texas, Visual Arts was one of the six original departments.182 The school
remained the only institution in Texas with a studio art department until the late 1930s,
when the University of Texas in Austin started an art program.183 Photography was
offered at the school since its opening, due to Charles Noble Adkisson (1867-1959), one
of the founding faculty members. Adkisson, a professor of physics and later head of that
department, introduced Denton to many new scientific discoveries and inventions,
including phonographs, motion pictures, and x-rays. Photography’s process is based in
science, and the documentary nature of the medium is useful in recording and teaching
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scientific processes. Although photography remained in the Physics Department,
Adkisson understood its growing use outside of the laboratory. In response to the
widespread popularity of amateur photography, Adkisson offered a course that not only
taught the students how to take and develop photographs, but prepared women for a
career in photography.184 Describing the original photography course, Adkission later
recalled:
Those who choose it as a hobby want to learn to make better pictures as
well as to lessen the expense of developing by doing it themselves. But
the first school of photography attracted those interested in photography
as a profession, and that is what we taught, a three-year course in
commercial photography that stressed portraiture.185
Adkisson believed that photography could be taught in such a way as to prepare women
for a career in portraiture instead of just a hobby. His regard of photography and his
belief that it had career potential for women prepared the way for Corpron thirty years
later. Because of Adkisson, TSCW began with provisions for photography, including
chemicals and a small darkroom, but as the school and the fine arts department grew,
photography was last to expand. By 1908, the school had grown and was renamed the
College of Industrial Arts. The fine art resources needed expansion, and in 1910 a new
“Household Arts and Sciences” building was erected.186 The photography studio was kept
outside of this impressive new building, tucked away in one of three temporary buildings,
nicknamed “the shacks,” perhaps as another example of meager use at that time.187
(Fig. 49) TSCW sporadically had a camera club for students interested in photography as
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a hobby; however, the only records of its existence are occasional photographs from the
school’s yearbook, called The Daedalian. (Fig. 50) Although photography was still
taught, it was not a priority as the school developed and created programs in response to
the need for wartime and post-wartime services, such as Foods and Nutrition,
Occupational Therapy, and Nursing.188
In 1942, photography’s presence on campus was increased by the addition of a
fine art and commercial photography studio, constructed in part by materials salvaged
from the “shack” it was moving from.189 The new building offered a 20 x 30 foot studio,
four dark rooms, and additional rooms for projection and storage. Mary Esther Wallace, a
physics instructor at the time, noted that the building made it possible for TSCW to offer
photographic training at a time when there was no photography school in the South.190
The later growth of photography at TSCW had much to do with the school being only
one of two universities in Texas that offered an accredited journalism program, which
required better equipment and processing space.191
Before Corpron’s arrival at TSCW in 1935, photography was offered as a two or
three-year course (this varied between 1930 and 1935) called Photographic Optics.
Photography wasn’t offered during the 1933-34 academic year, probably due to low
enrollment. Photographic Optics is described in the Course Bulletin as a “beginning
elective course…including practical, theoretical, and applied photography and a study of
the structure and manipulation of the various types of cameras and their accessories.
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Posing, lighting, developing, retouching, printing, and mounting are practiced throughout
the course.”192 The second photography class, simply called Photography, required the
student to have completed Photographic Optics. The only description for this more
advanced course is: “the student practices the art of enlarging and copying, and the
making of lantern slides.”193 The sciences didn’t require any instruction beyond the basic
procedures, which is likely the reason this description is so bare and technical.
Her first year at TSCW, Corpron is listed with both the Department of Fine and
Applied Arts and the Department of Physics. In each listing, Corpron’s name comes with
an asterisk, noting, “Time shared with Department of Physics” or “Time shared with
Department of Fine and Applied Arts.”194 Although the course descriptions for the first
photography class stayed the same as in previous years, Corpron taught the more
advanced class, and the description has this addition:
It consists of practice in enlarging and of exhibition techniques, and
lecture on pictorial composition and still-life photography, illustrating the
relationship between art and photography. Consideration is given to
photography in advertising; also to copying, the making of portraits,
lantern slides, photo-micrographs, and radiographs. A study is made of the
science of radiology, as applied to the effect of radioactive waves on the
silver halides.195
This course description truly embodies the identity crisis photography was going through
in the 20th century, incorporating artistic exercises and techniques needed in scientific
study.196 Photography was born from this duality, as a large portion of credit for its
invention and development is divided between two people, Nicéphore Niépce, an
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inventor and scientist, and Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre, a scenic artist.197 Few
disciplines can claim functionality as an applied science, studio art, and commercial
product.198
The 1937 bulletin has the first inclusion of abstraction as a point of study.199 In
1939 photography was listed in the Department of Fine and Applied Arts and removed
from the Physics Department, and not offered as a science credit. The following year
photography returned to the Physics Department, and for the next five years bounced
between those departments. By 1945 the beginning photography course was offered
through the Department of Physics while the advanced course was offered through the
Art Department. In 1960, photography was offered for the first time as a major.200 The
gradual change from science to art in the college reflects increasing national trends. For
one, advancements in photographic technology simplified the process, making it
relatively easy to quickly learn. Students in the sciences didn’t require a full course to
learn how to utilize photography for their very specific purposes, such as preparing
electron micrographs.201 Photography’s move also represents the gradual acceptance of
the new technology as a medium for artistic expression.

Photography and the Visual Arts Department at TSCW
Although photography remained under the auspices of the Physics Department for
many years and the course descriptions remained much the same, the Visual Arts
Department slowly began to incorporate it into the arts curriculum. Credit for this
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progress is owed to the head of the Visual Arts Department, Mary Marshall (1878-1950),
who believed that everyone should have a course in photography “in order to learn to see
the world is an exciting place.”202 The world Marshall described in this statement is one
that had recently been introduced to a fairly new and fascinating technology. Marshall
was likely pointing out that photography represented an advancement in human
achievement, and students should be able to experience it to be reminded of the
stimulating changes in the world. Marshall came to TSCW in 1916 after receiving her
bachelor’s degree from the Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, NY. Marshall returned to New
York in 1924 and received her master’s degree from Columbia University Teacher’s
College. She returned to TSCW and taught until 1948, heading the Visual Arts
Department from 1930 to 1948.
Both Pratt and Teacher’s Colleges are located in New York, one of the major
polestars of artistic and photographic advancement. These schools valued the arts and
their arts programs conveyed to students their importance in education. Therefore, when
Marshall returned to TSCW, she brought with her the innovative developments she had
been taught in New York, effectively making TSCW a microcosm of modern arts
education. Marshall was an enterprising woman who aggressively modernized the Visual
Arts Department in an effort to ensure TSCW would stay in touch with the latest
developments in art and art education. As a result of Marshall’s guidance TSCW became
the only college to offer majors in costume design, interior decoration, advertising
design, ceramics, crafts, illustration and painting in Texas.203
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Corpron photographed Marshall in an undated portrait that seems to capture her
personality. (Fig. 51) In the image, Marshall is standing next to what appears to be a
printing press, a heavy, unremitting machine. In her hands she is delicately handling a
printed artwork. The contrast is symbolic; she was a strong, formidable character with a
tender regard for the arts. She received support and encouragement from the President
Dr. Louis Hubbard, who was a patron of all arts. Dr. Hubbard, who was president from
1926 to 1950, was responsible for bringing to Denton over one hundred stimulating guest
lecturers including opera stars, Thomas Hart Benton, and Frank Lloyd Wright.204

Why Texas?
Although there are no records or written recollections about why Corpron was
recruited by Marshall or chose to come to Texas, it can be assumed that Marshall made a
convincing case for her to move. TSCW was growing after lowering costs and offering
scholarships in response to a decrease in enrollment due to the Depression. In 1934
enrollment rebounded to 2,387 from a low of 1,737 in 1932-33. Another reason for
increased enrollment was that Texas families were not financially able to send their
daughters to traditional finishing schools in the east. TSCW was a close, affordable
substitute.205 Furthermore, President Hubbard secured more than a half-million dollars in
Public Works Administration (PWA) funds to build four new buildings, including a fine
arts building.206 This departmental growth was likely enticing to Corpron and other
teachers.
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Marshall was actively building a modern art department, staffed by women who
were also artists. (Fig. 52) Educators with this duplicity are know as teaching artists, a
term used to define a “practicing professional artist with the complementary skills,
curiosities and sensibilities of an educator, who can effectively engage a wide range of
people in learning experiences in, through, and about the arts.”211 Utilizing artists as
teachers ensures a level of student comprehension unattainable through earlier formalist
approaches. A teaching artist is more sympathetic to the ability of art to encourage a
student’s self-realization and ability to think, and places less importance on the
accumulation or mastery of techniques and replicating “good art.”
Reflecting on her work at TSCW, Corpron stated, “I am not sure that I could have
taught photography in a school where technique was the important thing. I needed to
teach in a college that stressed fine arts and the growth of the individual, and I found that
at Texas Women’s University [TSCW] in Denton.”212 Corpron is subtly referencing her
own formal and information education in this statement. In addition to supporting her
teaching methods, the school also provided an atmosphere in which her own art
flourished. She reflected that, “I have been fortunate in having the privilege of teaching in
a progressive art department where my experimental work is appreciated and
encouraged.”213 Corpron felt comfortable and confident that the school would support her
evolving methods of teaching, however new they might be. She felt asking a student to
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copy or replicate someone else’s work, which was common practice in drawing and
painting, inhibited a student from making original creative decisions.

Corpron’s Teaching Strategies and Educational Philosophy
In the 1940s and 1950s, while Corpron was deeply involved in her own
photographic development, she was also teaching full-time. Corpron didn’t separate her
work from her teaching, freely sharing her experiments with her students. Corpron stated,
“My own creative approach to photography is evident in the assignments I give to
students.”214As such, much of the work her students were doing bears some similarities
with hers, as Corpron and her students were on the same path of discovery utilizing the
same techniques.215 She was encouraged by the successes of her students and stated, “I
felt that teaching was a giving process and sometimes I’d want to go into a room and
embrace the whole class. I have to give and when you’re dealing with young people they
give back to you. They respond. It’s like watching a flower open, it’s wonderful.”216
Corpron’s relationship with her students echoed her teacher student relationship with
Kepes. She saw teaching as a mutually beneficial relationship stating, “I love teaching
above all else, and I have found that as I have developed as a creative photographer, the
work of my students has become more interesting. My own thinking is stimulated by
their fresh and enthusiastic approach to problems.”217
Unlike her New Bauhaus educators, Corpron did not write prolifically about her
art or her teaching philosophy. In addition to student anecdotes and photographs, our
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extant sources regarding her teaching are limited to two articles published by Corpron
and a third by a colleague, Mabel Maxcy. The first of Corpron’s articles is titled
“Designing with Light” (1949) published in Design, the other, “Light As a Creative
Medium,” was published in 1962 in Art Education. A third article from 1960, “A
Creative Approach to Photography,” in Texas Trends in Art Education by Mabel Maxcy,
another TSCW instructor, briefly describes some of Corpron’s assignments and is
illustrated by unnamed student works. These articles provide an overview of class
assignments and the progress of Corpron’s photography courses and give us an insight
into her opinions about light as a sole subject in photography. The details of these articles
will be discussed in the following sections on Corpron’s class structure and assignments.

Overview of Corpron’s Class Structure
Corpron’s classes were divided between a lecture and a laboratory section, or the
time the students spent in the darkroom. A lecture class involved Corpron discussing a
technique or assignment and giving a demonstration.218 The class size was small, with
most students remembering it not surpassing half a dozen.219 The students took notes,
trying to keep up as Corpron described the lesson in a clear voice with an elocution that
intimated her education at the English boarding school.220 In the classroom, Corpron’s
appearance and demeanor made an impression on her students that partially translated
into how they viewed her. Corpron is frequently described as soft spoken, statuesque, and
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handsome. She was tall, approximately six feet, and always impeccably dressed in dark
colors. A rare self-portrait by Corpron shows how she would have looked to her students.
(Fig. 53) She was very reserved. Corpron impressed her students with the way she
confidently carried herself. Staggs described Corpron as being “so different from any
teacher I’d ever had. She was imposing. I wasn’t afraid of her, but I respected the heck
out of her. She commanded rapt attention, you really listened to her.”221 Corpron’s
confidence lent to her authority as a teacher and impressed upon her students that she was
very knowledgeable.

The Importance of Light
As discussed in the previous chapters, Corpron’s primary focus for her
photographic investigations was light. She wanted her students to understand the
plasticity of light, and to experiment with how different applications of light could
change or alter an image literally or metaphorically. Corpron also felt that learning about
the variables of light would give her students a deeper respect for the camera, one that
went beyond an appreciation of the machine as recording device.222 Corpron wanted her
students to exercise their imaginations and powers of observation to find interesting
subject matter all around them.223 They were not taught to record only what they saw
before them at a given time and place, but rather to explore the possibilities of light in
changing, altering, and transforming what they saw.224 In addition to understanding light
as a creative medium, Corpron also considered the cultivation of a “desire for further
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experimentation and study” to be a photographic skill she intended for her students to
attain.225 This statement shows that Corpron wanted her students to think beyond the
basic techniques of photography, to become inquisitive and interested in learning. Those
skills could be applied to further artistic and career endeavors.
Corpron emphasized an awareness of light and lighting, asking her students to
consider how that affects the mood and composition. After her retirement from TSCW,
Corpron became friends with Don Schol, a member of the art faculty at the University of
North Texas, formerly called North Texas State University, Denton’s other college.
Through their conversations about photography and with an understanding as a professor
of photography himself, Schol described Corpron’s aim in her assignments:
She did not want her students to be preoccupied with what they were
photographing but [more so with] how the light described the form of the
objects to be photographed. It was the light she was concerned about. Of
course selecting objects was important to the extent that the objects
provided the form to be lighted, but it was the light and the range of values
produced that was the essence of a good photographic image. The camera
and film provided the vehicle which captured the light, but the
photographer manipulated the light which described the form, including
discovered light as in nature.226
Schol’s description encapsulates the overarching emphasis that was present for each of
Corpron’s assignments. By having her students focus on light, she was prompting them to
look at their subjects with a critical focus. Corpron was teaching what she herself
practiced. To illustrate the importance of light in photography, Corpron posted mounted
examples of her work, mostly nature studies and some of her light experiments, up
around the classroom, tacked to the walls. The seven extant teaching aides are well worn
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on the sides and corners, indicating their constant handling.227 (Fig. 58) Staggs can
remember these teaching aides, recalling, “The examples she had around [the classroom]
have left a lasting impression. I can see them in my mind’s eye.”228 These images weren’t
there for the student to try and imitate, but to provide guidance and inspiration and
examples of the print quality she expected. Regarding the use of the teaching aides,
Staggs stated, “I don’t think she wanted us to do it like her, exactly. She gave us advice
as to what was good or bad, but she never said ‘my way or the highway,’ don’t try to
copy my things.”229 Students were also encouraged to apply techniques and methods as
they learned them to each new assignment.

Class Cameras and Photographic Materials
Students used a twin-lens reflex camera for most of the assignments and a view
camera for the light modulator and texture problems.230 The twin-lens cameras were
easily portable and useful for assignments outside the studio, such as nature studies and
portraiture. The 4 x 5 view camera was more advantageous for images that needed a close
attention to texture or detail.231 Students could borrow a camera from the school, but
many were given cameras as gifts, for high school graduation, birthdays, or other
events.232 Once students had a roll of film filled with pictures, and Corpron had
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demonstrated contact printing and enlarging techniques, they spent hours in the darkroom
to prepare their prints for class.233 Students were responsible for mixing the chemicals,
which were kept in glass containers in the art office of the fine art building. Several
students recalled the relative solitude of this time, when “everyone goes off to her own
little corner and does her own thing.”234 There were scheduled hours when students would
be in the darkroom, but many spent extra time and weekends working on their prints.
Staggs didn’t mind the time commitment, stating:
In the lab, you’d be on your own most of the time. There’d be three or four
others there with you developing their own pictures. I’d be there a lot on
the weekend, too. It took more behind-the-scenes homework time than any
other class you had. It took a lot of time, and if you wanted to do well you
took the time. But you loved it. I can’t think of anyone in the class that
wasn’t happy.235
Staggs and her boyfriend, Bob, who attended NTSU, would make a date out of the time
she spent in the darkroom. Students also found themselves occasionally working
alongside Corpron as she developed her own prints. Corpron was always willing to
answer questions or give help, but to a certain extent. “She was there to help you but not
hold your hand. She wanted you to experiment, and maybe make a mistake that would
turn out great. I spilled acid on something and it made a strange mark on the paper, and it
was good!”236 Corpron knew that not all innovation is created on purpose, and that luck
and chance actually have a role in art.
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Technical Mastery
Happy accidents aside, Corpron emphasized the need for good technique for
excellent exhibition prints.237 Any time an artist presents something new the print quality
is what speaks to the seriousness and professionalism of the photographer and validates
the attempt, no matter the success of the image. “While she was flexible in the kinds of
pictures [the students] wanted to shoot, she was a stickler about technique. We learned
about adjusting the enlarger's lenses to capture greater detail from the negative while still
holding a good tonal balance.”238 Considering the excellent condition of the student prints
reviewed for this thesis, after having been stored for sixty years in garages, under beds,
and in filing cabinets, the importance of printing technique provided the prints with
longevity as well as beauty.

Class Critique and Corpron’s Constructive Criticism
Following each assignment the class would reconvene in the classroom for a
group critique and to submit their photographs for grading, and “woe to anyone who
thought a sloppy, gray print or a casual shot would pass muster.”239 The photographs were
propped up together so the students could see everyone’s work, and each student would
present their work. “You had to be able to verbalize what you did.” Tse-Yun Chu (Class
of 1952, Advertising Design) recalled. “It was really quite grown up!” Chu and the other
students had to be able to explain and sometimes justify their choices, which proved that
they were applying critical focus to the work, and not just carelessly taking pictures. The
critique began with Corpron asking the class what they thought of the work, reserving her
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opinion for last. Corpron’s criticism was always direct and concise. “She might point out
errors in composition or technique, but more often she looked at the student's strong
points and would encourage her in that direction.”240 This constructive criticism was
encouraging to students, even if Corpron was blunt in her corrections.
Reflecting her Bauhaus education, Corpron taught that if the reversal tones made
the design more exciting, students were encouraged to make paper negatives of their
photograms, light and shadow patterns, and architectural abstractions.241 An excellent
example of an image profiting through a reversal of tones is an image of a cat MoholyNagy used to illustrate his book, The New Vision: Fundamentals of Bauhaus Design.242
The cat’s fur and patterning is exacerbated by the reversal of tones. Corpron would also
emphasize aspects that the student could address in another printing, or identify problems
with technique. “She’d point out the good parts and then she would actually demonstrate
what would have improved it. She never said, if I had done this, I would have done so
and so. She’d show us how to do it. She’d teach by example. She didn’t talk at you. She
taught you.”243

Emphasis on Experimentation
With each assignment, Corpron stressed the importance of composition, requiring
her students to pay close attention to how the picture frame defined space, and how that
might change a photograph’s result.244 Although Corpron had certain standards the
students needed to meet, especially regarding print quality, the exercises she had her
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student do were fairly flexible.245 Describing the freedom of an assignment Chu stated,
“She just pointed a finger into these areas, and it was up to me to explore. One thing leads
to another. It’s like pearls in a strand – it was very individual.”246 This freedom helped to
ensure that her students all produced different and original work. Corpron encouraged her
students to try new things, ideas, and experiments even at the risk of it coming out
poorly. Staggs discussed how even with criticism, she felt confident in taking risks:
She might say, this is a perfectly nice photograph, contrast, lighting, etc.
but it’s really cliché. It’s too much of ‘this.’ And she’d tear it apart and
you’d say thank you, thank you! There wasn’t any defense, she was right.
I’d agree with her 90% about her opinions. You have to be true to
yourself. But I felt comfortable trying things. Most of them turned out
terrible, some things I would think were terrible, she thought were great,
and vice versa.”247
Corpron knew how to be direct without making it seem personal. Chu remembered, “she
was very solicitous. She knew I was trying, whether I had talent or not, she knew I was
trying.”248 Consequently, when Corpron said she liked something and gave students
positive notes, they felt like they had achieved a great success. Staggs deeply valued
those compliments, stating, “Her praise meant more than anybody else’s [other TSCW
teachers] praise. She didn’t throw it around gratuitously. She only said it if she truly felt
it, and it inspired us to keep doing well. She’d also tell you if you did something pretty
bad. And then you didn’t do that again.”249 Because Corpron’s directions for the class
assignments were fairly flexible, students learned more about Corpron’s expectations and
her ideas about good design through these critiques than any other component of the
class. Chu found this method of learning very interesting, because the complex and
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sometimes subjective nature of teaching “good” art and design is not a straightforward
process:
It was extremely exciting. I think a lot of this [learning] is through
osmosis. How much can you teach people in design? You can lead them to
it but it’s still theirs [the student]. It’s pretty free. The teacher can tell you
what they think, or give you a framework [for an image], but it’s yours to
do. So you’re always in doubt because of that, but you’re also free to
experiment because of that. And I was encouraged to do [experiments.]250
Corpron wrote on the back of nearly every photograph, providing the student’s
grade and usually a positive comment and a suggestion of how the print could be
improved in a concise sentence. Staggs recalled, “When you get them back, and you read
her criticism you don’t feel bad, or sad. You said, oh! And you hit yourself in the head
and say ‘why didn’t I do that?’ And then the next time you try harder.”251 Corpron didn’t
let students re-submit a print to change their grade, but many students did return to the
darkroom to produce another print with the suggestions they received in the class
criticism. Staggs would sometimes bring in three prints from the same negative when she
couldn’t chose between them, and Corpron would choose one, which was another way
Staggs learned.252 “Your grade was your grade. You couldn’t do it again, but you could
go back and show her an improvement. You just remembered what you did so you could
do better next time.”253 Staggs’s statement reveals that she was truly interested in
producing the best photographs that she could. Even though the grade had been given,
she would use that experience to try again with the same image, or apply what she had
learned to the next assignment.
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Grading
Corpron was notoriously penurious when it came grading student works. It was
well-known among her students through rumor or testament, that she only gave one A
each semester to one student, which was calculated based on the average of grades given
to individual photographs in their semester portfolio. Mary Jo Brezny (Class of 1959,
Business) noted her grading by stating, “Her grading was fair, but she didn’t give high
marks easily. You had to earn them.”254 Students earned high marks by producing good
work, but also by being able to demonstrate their thought process. Sylvia Christensen
(Class of 1957, Journalism) remembered, “She wanted to see what we were thinking,
pictorially, and that we were reaching for the best we could do. There was no easy A
grade.”255 Christensen’s statement reveals that Corpron was also grading the student’s
effort and critical focus, not only the end result. Staggs recalled, “The first three
semesters I got B’s, and my last one was an A. I was honored and flattered. I never
dreamed I’d be one of them!” When a student did achieve the ultimate letter grade, they
knew they had accomplished something of which they could be proud.

Individualized Teaching/Building Relationships
Corpron was always available and accessible to her students. She did not maintain
a strict separation with her students, a familiarity she enjoyed with Moholy-Nagy and
Kepes. In making herself available to each student, Corpron’s teaching focused on the
individual student rather than the entire class. The New Bauhaus faculty was known for
encouraging the individual, and while Corpron was motivated by her relationship with
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Kepes, she likely already understood the benefit of one-on-one interaction with her
students.256 Kepes remarked on Corpron’s teaching, stating:
I had many chances to observe her working and also saw her teaching her
students. I have rarely encountered such infectious enthusiasm as hers,
such convincing belief in the role and potentials of photography. She had a
deep instructive sense of essentials and a technical competence that she
acquired and accumulated through persistent hard work.257
Kepes’ description of Corpron’s teaching emphasizes the importance she placed on
technical perfection, and the vitality and wholeheartedness she brought to the classroom.
Corpron knew from her formal education at the Art Center that teaching the
whole class a set of skills restricted the direction each student could take. Martha
Chisholm Hutton (Class of 1958, Costume Design) remembers in freshman design class
that Corpron “tailored my work to where I needed to focus my learning. I appreciated
that.”258 Even though Hutton wasn’t confident in her design work, Corpron recognized
that she actually already had a grasp of certain skills and needed encouragement in other
areas. Corpron’s emphasis on the individual student is a lesson that many former students
can still recall. Staggs recalled Corpron’s attention to her individual needs, stating, “Her
wanting us to be creative in our own way has stuck with me. We were as different as can
be. The class was very diverse [personality wise]. But we all learned what we needed
from her, and she saw what we needed, and gave it to us.”259 Christensen reminisced,
“Though she herself specialized in abstract design, she recognized that some of us
responded more to people and events. She encouraged us in our preferences, never trying
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to shoehorn us into a particular mode.”260 This was the most important aspect of
Corpron’s teaching: the importance she placed on educating each individual, rather than
the whole class.
Corpron created a photography program at TSCW that reflected the growing
trends in photography education developing in the larger centers of cultural development,
particularly New York. Corpron incorporated her interactions and lessons with MoholyNagy and Kepes with her own developing ideas about how photography should be taught.
Corpron was able to develop her classes as she wished, with the support of Marshall.
Under Marshall, the Fine Art Department was staffed with teaching artists who were
similarly educated and supported the same educational goals. In this progressive
environment, Corpron created structured classes with loosely structured assignments
meant to encourage a student to experiment and explore. One of Corpron’s goals for her
students was to have them understand that the ability of light to describe and transform
objects made it more important than the subject itself. Corpron wanted her students to
think critically and be able to vocalize their choices in design. Corpron was hopeful that
she could cultivate in her students a desire for further study and experimentation and the
ability to see and think with critical focus. Her students went on to have a variety of
careers, and many took the lessons they had learned in Corpron’s photography class and
applied it to their work. By encouraging the individual student and nurturing their
specific talents, Corpron created a progressive learning environment comparable to other
major influential institutions.
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Chapter 4
To See and to Think: Corpron’s Photography Assignments and Student Work

Because Corpron wrote very little about her ideas regarding the education of her
photography students, the most important extant records are the works of the students
done in her classes. Student work illustrates the problems Corpron assigned her students,
and the grades and comments the students received are helpful in determining Corpron’s
teaching style and focus. In addition to these photographs and grades, the recollections
and memories of the students are helpful in uncovering the process each student went
through to produce the final prints presented in their portfolios. Comparisons between
student work and photographs Corpron was making around the same time provide
evidence that Corpron was learning alongside her students. The student examples also
represent the combined aspects of West Coast straight photography with East Coast styles
and New Bauhaus practices, reflecting Corpron’s own education. This analysis of
Corpron’s assignments through examples of student work provides the pedagogical
evidence needed to determine Corpron’s class goals and learning outcomes, and
exemplifies how Corpron promoted critical thought by encouraging her students to
actively make decisions in their designs.
In each semester, Corpron required her students to prepare a minimum selection
of fifteen of their best works and mount them for inclusion in their portfolio.261 Students
who took four semesters with Corpron could end up with a large portfolio. As the
mounted photographs were rather large, the board measuring 16 by 20 inches, many
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students haven’t kept them over the 50 to 60 years from their class to the present day.262
There are exceptions, however, as some students did keep the whole or partial portfolio
of their favorites.263 Students also traded images with their classmates, since copies could
be made.264 These saved images represent some of the best student work, and are
invaluable records of Corpron’s classes.
In every fine art class at TSCW, the professor selected the best works in the class
for inclusion in the end-of year student exhibit. Usually Corpron’s students had one,
perhaps two images in the final exhibition, and occasionally had another work from a
different class selected as well. Chu recalled, “Not every student got something in the
exhibition. She chose the best of each student and gave everyone a shot, but not everyone
got into the exhibition. I was really proud, it meant a lot.”265 (Appendix D contains
images from the 1950 student exhibition.) The following descriptions of Corpron’s
assignments are illustrated with student work ranging from 1949 to 1958.

Photograms
Once a student had been familiarized with the basic principles of photography and
had learned the chemical processes of developing and printing negatives, the course
commenced with artistic pursuits. Corpron taught photography as a means to explore
abstraction, and used photograms as a technique to introduce her beginning photography
students to “new realms of adventure.”266 Corpron had been introduced to photograms by
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Moholy-Nagy when he came to Texas in 1942 to conduct a light workshop. It was there
that Corpron learned about the benefits of a photogram as a teaching tool. Corpron wrote
about the benefits of using photograms in the classroom in a 1949 article, “Designing
With Light.”267 To Corpron and the New Bauhaus, photograms were the best way for
students to focus on light and shadow as subject, and to begin to see abstract potential in
everyday objects. She gave this assignment to break away from the traditional photo
teaching methods the students would have learned first thing, which had students create
representational or documentary images while they worked on perfecting photographic
technique, developing and printing, and other basic technical aspects.268 Additionally, it
was highly unlikely that any of Corpron’s students had ever made, or even seen, a
photogram. The Amon Carter Museum of American Art, which houses Corpron’s
archives, is currently scanning Corpron’s 800 negatives, most of which were never
printed.269 One of the scanned images shows a portion of the 1950 student exhibition that
is dedicated to the display of student photograms, further underscoring the importance of
the process in Corpron’s classes.
Photograms are created by placing objects on top of a piece of light-sensitive
paper and then exposing the paper to a light source.270 Only the shadow is recorded on the
paper, creating abstract designs. The potential for experimentation is great with this
technique, because students can explore different materials: perforated, transparent, solid,
as well as different sources of light exposure, such as match flame or flashlight, among
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others.271 Additionally, because the materials were inexpensive, students could feel free to
perform multiple experiments and explorations with all these materials. Photograms also
offered nearly instant results. Since a photogram is produced on the photosensitive paper,
unlike a negative, students didn’t need to finish an entire roll of film to see what they had
captured. Staggs stated, “I thought that was very bright of her, to give us something you
go immediate results from. It was really exciting and gratifying, and made us enthusiastic
to do more.”272
The first image in McMath’s portfolio is an untitled photogram. (Fig. 55) The
image is undated, but likely dates to 1949, the first year McMath would have taken a
class with Corpron. McMath’s photogram was prepared by placing a perforated material,
seen on the upper right hand corner of the image, a piece of mesh (on the upper left hand
corner), and bits of a straw or grass near the top of the composition on a piece of lightsensitive paper. McMath then experimented by using a water glass with a pressed design
on the sides, and concentric circles on the bottom as the primary object in the image. The
experimentation with a cast shadow of the transparent drinking glass and using the
difficult technique of multiple exposures shows how McMath was investigating the
different properties of light and shadow. The photogram was made with at least three
exposures by flashlight, one of which was done with two flashlights in a single
exposure.273
McMath’s choice of materials reveals her consideration of the unique design each
object would cast. McMath’s experimentation and planning is evident in her lighting of
the clear drinking glass. She used a flashlight at an angle, so that when the light was
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shone on the transparent glass, the cast shadow was elongated and the design on the
pressed glass would reveal in the photogram. McMath further investigated the properties
of the glass by shining a second light from a lower angle, as suggested by the absence of
the glass rim in this second exposure. The photogram has a range of tones, with the
darkest blacks representing areas where the light of exposure was not stopped or
modified. The variations of white and gray show the areas that were blocked by the
objects and their shadows. Cast shadows are translated into values ranging from pure
white to black through many tones of gray. McMath’s use of multiple exposures for this
photograph would likely have been the result of much experimentation and required a
well thought-out design.274
In Corpron’s 1949 article, “Designing With Light,” which is illustrated by
photograms from previous students, we see no other images with glass used in a similar
manner.275 Corpron kept a collection of various items for the students to use in their
photogram experiments. Staggs recalled, “We could bring our own stuff in, and she
suggested things that would work well, and she had some stuff we could use. It was
amazing how maybe ten girls in the class would choose, out of twenty things, [the same
items.] Even if we chose the same three things, you didn’t know it because we all handled
it so differently.”276 This shows that the students were paying attention to the items they
were using, utilizing them in a way that abstracted them or made them look different
from what they actually were.
In one of Staggs’ photograms, the shadow casters are too evident as a seedpod
and a flower. (Fig. 56) Staggs received a B on this assignment, with a note from Corpron
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that included a large “X” to emphasis that the “cross form” was too evident. Staggs had
fractionally greater success with the same seedpod in a second attempt, combining it with
a loosely wound roll of film. (Fig. 57) The photogram earned Staggs a B+, and the
comment “Beautiful tones.” By underlining the word beautiful, Corpron was praising the
variations in the tonal quality of the photogram. By this note we can deduce that Corpron
believed a successful print contained a range of tones. Reflecting on her first experience
with creating abstract images, Staggs recalled, “It [making photograms] was a revelation.
I had no idea that you could take a piece of blank paper, put palm fronds, rolled-up scroll
of paper, wire mesh - funny things - turn the light on and end up with something quite
lovely. That was stunning to me.”277 This revelation and excitement photograms
stimulated was likely one of the beneficial reasons Corpron began her class with this
assignment.
Corpron herself rarely made photograms as her own art, but she understood their
potential in helping her students to see the possibilities of light in creating abstraction.
The Amon Carter Museum Corpron Collection which houses her archive contains no
photograms.278 There is no doubt that Corpron made photograms, especially during her
time with Moholy-Nagy, who introduced them to her. However, Corpron likely saw them
as a means to an end, a way to become acquainted with the variety of tones and shadows
that can be captured in a photograph. Perhaps Corpron did not keep any of her
photograms because she saw them more as unfinished practice pieces, never meant as
final works. That is not to say she thought that photograms were not art, surely she must
have because many of her students have them in their final mounted portfolios. But for
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Corpron, the photogram opened the door for the work she wanted to do with an actual
camera, and in her classes she used photograms more as tool to introduce her ideas about
light.

Light Modulators and Light Boxes
Directly from her own experience with Moholy-Nagy and Kepes, Corpron
introduced her class to Nathan Lerner’s light box and taught the students about light
modulators, another important New Bauhaus conception. Lerner’s light box provided
students with an increased ability to manage and maneuver the light modulators to be
photographed, enabling them to study and concentrate on the receding and advancing
values of light. For this assignment, students would use the view camera to shoot light
modulators made from white paper that had been cut and turned into a three-dimensional
form. A light modulator’s construction exemplified a student’s response to what she
responded to structurally, be it a geometric three-dimensional form or a curving, organic
shape. The students placed their light modulators into the light box, a 2’ by 3’ box,
painted black or lined with black velvet, with an open front and holes in the side and top
panels through which lights could be shone.279 “Light models form” was the principle
lesson for this assignment.280 Students investigated how light applied to their modulators
could separate one plane from another, make edges appear sharp, provide shading
(chiaroscuro) to curved forms, and transform the white paper from which it was made.
Sylvia Christensen felt that the light modulator assignments were very important
in helping students to see and feel how light informs what the eye can see. “We would
279
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start with some scraps of paper, create some kind of form with it so that photographed in
a velvet light box, strategically lighted with small kliegs, and the paper forms would look
like sculptures.”281 Christensen’s light modulator was sculptural indeed, combining
straight and curved forms into one complex shape. (Fig. 58) Corpron gave the work an
A with the comment “This glows.” The resulting image does have luminosity and seems
to shine from within. Although the light modulator was an object to be photographed, the
subject was light and the way light communicated form.

Light and Shadow Nature Studies / Design in Nature
Corpron’s instruction for the light and shadow assignment is similar to the
“project method” of Clarence H. White, based on the philosophy of Columbia professor
John Dewey, which asked students to solve problems derived from their immediate
surroundings, such as to go out at look at a banal thing, something you might see every
day, but to find something new in it that hadn’t been noticed before.282 Corpron asked her
student to go out and search for interesting shadow patterns cast by railings, fire escapes,
architectural forms, trees, and other objects.283 McMath remembered, “I carried a camera
around with me and took photographs of numerous places, particularly shadows when
they were interesting.”284 One result of this assignment was given an A- and chosen for
the student exhibition, meaning Corpron thought it was particularly exemplary. (Fig. 59)
The photograph shows a partial section of railing next to a small flight of stairs. The
small piece of metal railing that is visible recalls Corpron’s work with nautilus shells, but
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as it is unknown if any of those images were used as teaching aides, we can assume that
McMath was not copying a nature design. Rather, McMath saw the curving spiral of the
metal rail contrasted with the straight lines of the cast shadows in the background and
thought it created a nice variety of lines.285 The goal of this assignment was to further
increase a student’s awareness of light, concentrating on how it can be distorted as it
passes through objects to create patterns.286
Students also photographed designs, textures and other facets in nature they found
interesting. McMath earned a B+ and the comment “tone good” for her close-up study of
an iris. (Fig. 60) McMath used the variations in the coloring of the flower to create a
contrast of dark and light, while the curling and frilled petals create a soft, flowing
abstraction when viewed in a cropped image. Again, Corpron’s comment suggests the
importance of tonal variety in a photograph.

Texture / Pattern
For the texture assignment, students could photograph anything that they thought
had an interesting surface or pattern to it. Chu photographed the intricate variations of a
sawed tree trunk, while Staggs captured the satiny-folds of a section of dark fabric.
(Figs. 61 and 62) Staggs also photographed her cat lying in the sun at her home in El
Paso, Texas, as a study of texture. (Fig. 63) Staggs’s fabric study earned her a B+ with
the comment “Print needs spotting, composition is quite pleasing.” Her cat did not fare as
well, warranting only a C+ even though Corpron commented “good texture.” It is unclear
why Corpron gave this image a low grade even though she felt it showed a good example
285
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of texture. Corpron was actually very fond of cats, and she kept Siamese cats for the
majority of her adult life. She even liked to photograph them. When compared to
Corpron’s photograph of one of her Siamese cats sitting in a windowsill, there is a clear
difference in design and composition. (Fig. 64) Corpron’s photograph also uses sunlight
to bring out the texture of the fur, but the image has more visual interest in addition to a
texture study, including cast shadows and a well-placed bust of a cat’s head. Corpron also
taught her students that reversing the tones could make the image more interesting.
Perhaps if Staggs had done this with her cat photograph, the effect would have been as
successful as Moholy-Nagy’s cat photograph. (Fig. 65) By reversing the tones, the
patterns and texture of the fur are accentuated.

Still Life / Glass
Students were asked to take still life photographs, and glass was a popular choice
because of the effect light had on the surface. Staggs and McMath each photographed
glass in different forms. Staggs photographed the same glass gallon jug twice in two
different ways. (Figs. 66 and 67) The first is an overhead view of the bottle (possibly
containing developing chemicals) with streams of dried liquid running down the inside.
The bottle is dark, referencing the black surface on which it is sitting. The jug and the
upside down glass to the right of the jug both glint with reflected light. Staggs took
another photograph of this set up, adding in a conical glass object and capturing a cast
shadow on the wall. Both images received B+ and positive comments on the texture of
the glass.
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McMath chose to photograph light bulbs and their boxes with a ferrotype, that
thin piece of flexible metal. (Fig. 68) In the photograph, two spherical light bulbs lay on
their sides, the corrugated cardboard box emblazoned with the GE logo sitting in the back
left corner. The ferrotype, placed on the right side of the frame, reflects the box and one
of the light bulbs. There is not much light that registers on the surface of the light bulb
except for a round and hazy highlight facing the top of the picture. The bulbs appear clear
and see-through, and even the smoothness of the surface seems lost in the straight
transparency of the glass.

Architectural Abstractions / Machine Age
Corpron next had her students work on architectural abstractions, sometimes
referred to as the “Machine Age” assignment.287 In addition to light and shadow, the
student now had to focus purposefully on composition in an effort to understand how
photography can change the concept of space.288 Student held their cameras at various
angles, singling out individual architectural details, focusing on a particular texture,
pattern, or abstract shape in their normal environment.289 Unexpected vantage points were
also a New Bauhaus practice, especially in regards to architecture, which interested
Moholy-Nagy because of its relationship to space comprehension.290 These angles, known
as bird, frog, worm and fish-eye views, offer different perspectives that change the
comprehension of space.291 One architectural abstraction, possibly by Corpron’s student
Ida Lansky (Class of 1959), was used to illustrate Mabel Maxcy’s 1960 article “A
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Creative Approach to Photography.” (Fig. 69) This reproduction of the original is likely
darker than the student intended, and would have been much whiter, providing a greater
contrast with the shadows on the sides of the building. The image focuses on one section
of a modern building, incorporating both straight and curving lines. The student cropped
the frame so that these contrasting architectural features seemed to overlap each other,
and furthered the abstraction by rotating the image on its side.
Staggs photographed a roll of wire (perhaps concrete wire from a nearby
construction site) in a way that accentuated the linear perspective of the bale. (Fig. 70)
She also flipped the image upside down in her final print. Corpron graded this effort as a
B, with the comment “Fascinating design. Wish it was not so gray.” The overall tone of
the picture is fairly similar, and Corpron emphasized that the best quality print contained
the larges range of tone. It is worth speculating, however, that if Staggs had made a
creative choice to produce a monochromatic print and had been capable of elucidating
her reasons, Corpron would have been more amenable to her final print. Corpron actually
photographed this same subject in a different season. (Fig. 71) Corpron was interested in
the beautiful coating of ice and icicles on the roll of wire, and chose to position her
camera in a similar way to Staggs. Corpron’s image is fairly monochromatic as well; the
icicles and sky are rendered in similar tones. The only real contrast is with the dark wire.
Perhaps if Staggs had manipulated the image more towards dark or light, rather than
keeping the tone within a middle range, Corpron would have graded it differently.
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Informal Portraiture / Men at Work / Children at Play
By this point in the class progression, students were eager to begin photographing
people.292 Moholy-Nagy advised against introducing a familiar assignment such as
portraiture as the first lesson in a photography class, which Corpron agreed with.
Moholy-Nagy wrote that portraiture was a complicated task, one that required the
photographer to “observe the multiplicity of details, the psychological expression, the
texture of the skin, the relationships of the dark and light and middle values, and the other
aspects of the face revealing its most characteristic features.”293 In order to prepare her
students for portraiture, Corpron’s previous assignments focused on individual elements
which students had to master before she felt they could handle the complexity of
portraiture. Once Corpron introduced assignments of representational subject matter, the
students could consciously apply their previous lessons of light, shadow, texture, and
tonal gradation to their work.294 In the lecture class, students were shown examples to
establish a standard of excellence, reaffirming the importance that students adhere to
excellence photographic and printing technique. Corpron required that portraits convey
more than just an image of a person. “She tried to get us to show something that made
that person stand out more than age or other obvious features,” Staggs recalled.295 She
suggested they look for the “spirit of youth” in the faces of their fellow students, search
for fleeting beauty in a glance or gesture, use light to transform how a face looks, or find
a way to convey the person’s personality or mood.296
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Staggs took an informal portrait of her schoolmate “Teenie” Delrow smoking a
cigarette. (Fig. 72) Delrow is posed in the center of the photo, half cast in shadow, with a
cigarette drawn up to her lips. Her expression seems thoughtful or pensive, giving the
impression she had something on her mind when Stagg captured this image. Staggs
discussed this kind of informal portraiture by saying, “I took pictures of the girls in the
dorm room, sitting on the floor, playing bridge, smoking cigarettes, looking tough and
thinking we were cool. Those were the pictures she liked the best. I though I was being
real racy to take a picture of someone with smoke curling up in their eyes. She liked this
one a lot.”297 Staggs earned an A- with the comment, “I like this mood study very much.
Print tone pleasing.” Corpron presumably liked this portrait because it depicts a certain
emotional depth. It conveys a message about the woman in it beyond the obvious facial
characteristics; we see a bit of her personality.
Staggs had further success with her portraiture with an image of her then
boyfriend, Bob. (Fig. 73) This close-cropped image of Bob shows him resting his head in
his hand, with a background showing a lily pond, probably one of the ponds in the
gardens on campus. Again Staggs captures a pensive moment; we get the sense of
concentration or thought from the sitter in this image. Staggs preferred capturing fleeting
moments, stating, “I liked the ones that were off-beat, when they didn’t know I was
taking their pictures.”298 Corpron gave this portrait an A- with the comment, “Excellent
study, needs spotting.” The issues with this particular print did not inhibit Corpron from
selecting it as one of Stagg’s prints to be show in the student exhibition.
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McMath made an attempt to capture the “spirit of youth” in her classmate.
(Fig. 74) This image depicts a woman from the waist up, outdoors with a silhouette of
trees in the background. The woman stands in the sunlight, head turned to one side,
smiling. A scarf around her neck and curled hair give the suggestion of a breeze.
However, McMath received a B for this effort, Corpron’s reasoning primarily because of
the quality of the photograph. She wrote, “Has ‘spirit’ but not in focus. Tone good –
composition good. Chemical spots on left – or spotting?” Although Corpron seemed to
like the image, there was no excuse or flexibility in grading for poor execution.
McMath experimented further with two more portraits, investigating the effect of
combining a portrait with a geometric pattern. The first image, a portrait of classmate
Barbara, McMath overlaid the entire image with a transparent grid pattern. (Fig. 75) In
the second photograph, McMath created a diamond shape opening in an image of a
repeated pattern, and placed the portrait in the diamond shape. (Fig. 76) Both of these
efforts received A grades. Corpron likely appreciated McMath’s inventiveness and
creativity in combining pattern and portrait.
Former student LaRue White (née Fitzgerald, Class of 1951) practiced her
portraiture when she visited her home. Her friend and classmate, Chu traded and saved
some of her favorite pictures by White from the class, including one excellent portrait
study and two additional portraits which is attributed to White. Of White’s portraits, Chu
rightly pointed out “there is a story there.”299 The first is a study, presumably by White, of
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Tse-Yun Chu believed these three portrait studies to be by her friend, Peggy Medlock (Class of 1952,
Advertising Design), but as the images she has kept are unsigned copies, that attribution was based on
Chu’s assumption. Chu and Medlock were best friends in Corpron’s class, and Chu noted that Medlock
committed suicide, making her memory of Medlock even more precious. However, Corpron took
photographs of the 1950 student exhibition where these images were displayed, including four close-up
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men at work possibly at a butcher shop. (Fig. 77) Two men and a child stand at the inside
of a door or garage frame. Another man enters the frame on the left side, observing the
work of the principle figure, who is working at a table with one hand gloved, a knife, and
a bucket nearby. Behind him the inside of the shop is cast in shadow, but the right side of
the image shows the white of the outside of the building. Two dead rabbits hang from the
roof, casting a long vertical shadow against the white wall. This shadow with the dark
electrical boxes mounted to the wall balance the picture, which is made up of areas of
light and dark. The second portrait possibly by White depicts an African American
woman seated on a chair outside of what might be a gas station. (Fig. 78) She is clothed
in a simple dress with white sandals on her feet; her shoulders hunched forward, her
hands lightly clasped in her lap. Her pulled-back hair accentuates her expression. Her
eyes are downcast and she looks weary. On the right side of the photograph, peeking out
from behind a wooden post, is another woman who is wearing a wrap on her head.
Although she is smiling at the photographer, she looks like she is hiding, her raised hand
against the post giving the impression that she is shying away.
The last portrait, known to be by White, is of two African American children.
(Fig. 79) The girl on the left is taller and older, but they are both dressed in beautiful but
simple light colored dresses. The girls have bows in their hair and have handfuls of
peanuts which they are shelling to eat. They are standing in from of a wire fence, with an
indecipherable background that suggests a building surrounded by trees. Because these
are copies that Chu collected from White, we do not have the grades or comments that
shots of individual student images. One of these is of the portrait of the two African American children, and
the resolution is good enough to read the penciled name on the lower right hand corner, which reads
“Fitzgerald.” Tse-Yun Chu also remembers a student in her class named LaRue Fitzgerald, and the TSCW
records verify that student’s enrollment at that time. Therefore, this image is credited to LaRue White (née
Fitzgerald), and the other two portraits discussed are presumed to be by White as well. 	
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Corpron would have given. However, among the recently scanned negatives in Corpron’s
collection at the Amon Carter Museum of American Art are several photograph of the
1950 student exhibition.300 In one particular image, two of these portraits can be seen on
the bottom row. (Fig. 80) We can therefore assume that Corpron thought they were
excellent prints by the fact that White had two included in the exhibition and possibly
more, since the other images do not have identified artists.

Solarization
Advanced photography students, or those enrolled in a second year of
photography, were introduced to more advanced techniques for manipulation. One of the
first techniques they learned was the solarization process, a chemical effect applied while
developing a photograph. Also known as the Sabattier effect, it is achieved by exposing a
developed, but not fixed, photograph to light that then continues to develop. The image
shows a reversal of tones, and sharp edges and contours are rimmed with this reversal,
creating a halo effect.301Once taught this technique, students began to apply it in
combination with other assignments. A solarized informal portrait, possibly of White by
Peggy Medlock (Class of 1952, Advertising Design) shows a face in almost full profile,
the subject and background in black.302 (Fig. 81) The shape of the head is outlined with a
halo effect from the solarization process. Individual hairs are highlighted in silvery detail,
the same effect giving a slight impression of the subject’s face and highlighting parts of
her shirt. This image is an ungraded copy kept by Medlock’s friend, Chu. In Corpron’s
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scanned negative of the 1950 student exhibition, there is a similar portrait shown hanging
in the middle row. (Fig. 80) It is possible that this is another portrait done by Medlock, or
perhaps another student tried this silhouetting technique as well.

Reticulation
Another method of manipulating photographs student were taught in the
darkroom was reticulation, a process that distorts the emulsion layer of film when the
film is exposed to drastically different temperatures. The sudden change in temperature
causes the emulsion to expand or contract, creating an interesting effect on the surface of
the paper.303 Another portrait attributed to Medlock shows she experimented with her
portraiture by using this technique. (Fig. 82) This image shows a head and shoulder
profile of a fellow student. The young woman’s features are highlighted by a light source
coming from the right of the picture. The effect of the reticulation can be seen over the
entire image. In some areas, it appears as small dots, in others as a group of lines, and in
other places in pattern that seems similar to brain coral.304

Composite: Negative Layering/Multiple Exposures
Alfred Stieglitz accidentally created a double exposure on a single negative in
Dorothy True from 1919. (Fig. 83) After photographing his model’s leg, Stieglitz took
another picture, this time a straight view of True’s face, which unintentionally
superimposed over the previous negative. The resulting combination of angular leg and
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the faint suggestion of eyes, nose and mouth hidden in the calf and ankle create an
unusual portrait. It is unknown if Corpron knew of this image, but it represents the kind
of fortunate accident that she knew might occur if her students were constantly trying out
ideas in their work. Corpron herself experimented with crossed and layered negatives,
especially with her architectural abstractions and cut paper light modulators, working two
negatives together until she created a design she liked. (Figs. 84, 85, and 86)
Christensen was inspired by Edward Steichen’s multiple exposure image of the
author Carl Sandburg. (Fig. 87) Steichen’s image shows the head of Sandburg in profile,
repeated six times in two diagonal rows. The left row shows Sandburg’s head at different
angles with a closed mouth. The row on the right repeated the change in where Sandburg
is facing, but this time his mouth is open, as if he is in the processes of talking. After
seeing this image, Christensen wanted to “try her hand” at multiple exposures, creating a
three-exposure portrait of her classmate, Margaret “Pug” Hunter.305 (Fig. 88) The three
images run vertically down the photograph. In the top exposure, Hunter’s face is turned
to the left, and she is smiling. In the middle image, Hunter’s head is pointed down, and
she holds a pencil to her lip with her left hand. The bottom exposure shows Hunter’s face
in profile with her mouth slightly opened and her eyebrows raised, as if in surprise.
Christensen’s image captures three different personality portraits of her fellow student,
and earned her an A with the comment “Good experimentation.” Christensen’s composite
image is a great example of Corpron’s individual encouragement. Christensen was
motivated to try and investigate in her own work an idea she had seen. There are no other
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know student images like Christensen, which suggests a completely individual
experimentation, which Corpron encouraged and found to be a success.

Fashion
Many of Corpron’s students were Advertising Design or Costume Design majors,
so Corpron gave assignments that included various types of professional and commercial
photography. Students were able to use their photographs in the other classes, to create
advertisements or to practice lettering. Still, Corpron emphasized the experimental and
creative aspects photographs taken in her class were required to have. Corpron believed
that having a portfolio of creative photographs would help graduates looking for an
advertising job because they showed originality and would appeal to art directors.306
Staggs enlisted her roommate Sally to be a fashion model for her, stating, “I was
really lucky to have a good-looking roommate!”307 Staggs had experience in drawing
fashion models through another class, and remembered that when drawing a model, “a
regular person is seven-and-a-half heads tall, but we drew them nine heads tall in a
fashion drawing, so they looked elongated.”308 Staggs tried to achieve the same
elongating effect in her photograph of Sally. (Fig. 89) Staggs tried a distortion
experiment suggested to her by her then-boyfriend Bob, who told her if she tilted the
enlarger at an angle, it would stretch the image. As a result Stagg’s photograph depicts an
unusually long Sally standing next to a set of double doors, her left hand on the handle
and her right holding a black purse. The purse is the darkest part of the image, the
model’s dress nearly blending in with the light colored building. She is turning away
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from the doors with their gray panels, with her right foot pointed towards the camera.
Corpron gave Staggs an A- for the experiment, writing, “Good fashion, lower zone of
picture could be a little darker.” Corpron’s comment is an example of her tendency to
point out the good and bad qualities in a work, and Staggs responded to Corpron’s
comment by focusing on greater tonal variety in her future photographs.

Commercial /Advertisement
Another assignment that students could use in their other classes involved
photographing commercial items to create practice advertisements. Corpron advised her
students that when regarding photographing an object for sale, the photograph has to be
graphically integrated into the total work of advertising.309 By this she meant that careful
consideration had to be given to the final layout of the ad, including the lettering and
addition of additional product images. McMath produced a mock ad for the then-popular
perfume, TABU. (Fig. 90) To produce her ad, McMath photographed an African statue,
one of several that students often used as props, against a wood-grain background. Along
the left-hand side and down the bottom of the image is a solarized ribbon of hair or some
kind of fiber. In the lower right hand corner an image of a TABU perfume bottle, halffull, is surrounded by a white-line rectangle. About the rectangle, in the same thickness of
white line is the word TABU. We know Corpron taught lettering as one of her classes,
and although we have no information what and how she taught those classes, it is
possible that McMath was utilizing a lettering method she had learned from that
additional class. Of the student examples collected for this thesis, McMath’s
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advertisement is the only example that contains added lines and lettering. Unfortunately
we do not know the grade or comments McMath might have received for this work.

The Lasting Effects of Corpron’s Teaching on Her Students
Corpron’s teaching can be used as an example to illustrate the rising interest in
including the arts in a conversation about intelligence and cognition developing in the
1930s and 1940s. Researchers interested in understanding the correlation between an
individual’s capacity for reasoning and their education provided arts educators with an
opportunity to prove that “their field’s goal was as much about teaching how to think as it
was about art.”310 Proponents of art education indicated that intelligence needed to be
measured not just by an individual’s ability to recall and recognize, but also by their
capacity to invent or innovate.311 Corpron necessitated critical focus, a phrase she
repeatedly used to ensure students were actively making decisions in their designs that
would contribute to the whole photographic work. Students interviewed for this thesis
emphasized the ability to transfer this lesson to their life and careers. Staggs applied her
critical eye as a window dresser for Neiman-Marcus, confident in her knowledge of
design to create abstract displays.312 Another former student, Caryl Ann White, became a
jewelry photographer in Dallas.313 She emphasized light and lighting in her commercial
photography, even building her own light boxes.314
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Chu, who immigrated to the United States from China to escape the political
turbulence found an advisor and advocate in Corpron. Once she had graduated from
TSCW and with Corpron’s guidance Chu enrolled in Cranbrook Academy of Art, a
prominent school of architecture and design in Michigan, for her master’s degree. She
gives credit to Corpron for helping to shape the course of her career and life.315 Chu, who
became an interior designer and architect, recalled that Corpron “introduced me to a
whole new perspective [of 20th century modern design ideas]. It was extremely
enlightening. It became the basis of my whole understanding of design and
architecture.”316
It is evident by the order in which Corpron gave her assignments that one of her
goals was to encourage her students to see more than the objects before them. Before the
students could photograph people or clothes or objects, she encouraged them to develop
an understanding of the transformative effect of light and shadow, and how it was
possible to capture those effects on film. Therefore, when students were finally allowed
to take photographs of people and objects, they might approach the assignment
differently, purposefully, and make informed decisions about the design of the
photograph before taking the picture. Christensen recalled the primary skill she gained in
Corpron’s class: “What I learned – to see and think – stayed with me for the rest of my
career.”317 Some of Corpron’s students spoke at her funeral in 1988 about the profound
impact she had on them as appreciators of art. Corpron created a synergism with her class
during the time that she was both working as a photographer and teaching. Working with
the students and having them do design studies with the same materials that she was
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working with was a very exciting and stimulating for both Corpron and her students.318
It’s wasn’t just taking photographs, and it wasn’t just learning techniques. It was design.
The New Bauhaus understood teaching to be more than a transmission of
knowledge, and emphasized “learning” over “teaching.”319 Similarly, Corpron believed
teaching was more than a dissemination of a fixed canon of knowledge, and she designed
her classes to be investigations that uncovered a student’s creativity. Corpron knew all of
her photography students wouldn’t become professional photographers, but in preparing
them to recognize and apply their capacity creativity, they could bring a truly individual
approach their lives and careers. The most lasting effect of Corpron’s classes was that her
students took with them the ability to think critically about art and design.
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Conclusion

Corpron’s teaching in Texas is a small but essential part of the larger story of
photography in the United States. As photography’s importance grew, its place and
perception on the university level is what helped to establish photography as a vital part
of the art scene, which in turn encouraged the development and establishment of
photography in museums and art galleries which recognize photography as serious
artistic work. And now photography, in a multitude of expressive ways, pervades our
everyday lives. As photography moves into its next stage, that of the digital revolution, it
is important to pause and reflect upon the efforts made by Corpron, and photographers of
the past, whose images, and more importantly, teaching, contributed to the recognition of
photography as an art form. Others, such as Stieglitz, Steichen, Adams, and White may
have contributed on a larger, more nationally recognized scale, but their ideas mean
nothing without likeminded individuals to spread them. There are likely several other
individual teacher’s histories worth exploring that helped spread and disseminate this
notion of photography as an art form.
As a teacher and an artist, Corpron’s educational influences had an impact on both
the manner and content of her teaching, as well as on her development as a photographer.
Corpron learned about art education and photography from some of the most progressive
minds of the 19th and 20th centuries. In her studies at Teachers College, reflecting the
legacy of Arthur Wesley Dow and her lessons from Moholy-Nagy and Kepes, Corpron’s
own individuality was nurtured. This is the primary tenet she shared with her own
students. She introduced them to the methods and techniques that she was herself
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experimenting with, but the most important lesson in her classes was to be creative and
do something original, and those are achievements made by cultivating the interests of
the individual. She combined specific features of her own education, including the most
modern thinking in art instruction, and the progressive photography movements
occurring on the East and West Coasts, and in so doing made TSCW a microcosm of
modern photographic education.
Corpron’s career did not produce any famous photographers comparable to the
students coming out of the New Bauhaus or the Clarence H. White School of
Photography. Perhaps being in Texas at this time limited a young photographer’s
exposure, perhaps the school wasn’t attracting students interested in pursing photography
as a career, perhaps photography was still not a viable career choice, perhaps further
study meant moving to the East or West Coasts which was not always feasible, perhaps
photography was still too much of a novelty and hobby to most; there are a number of
reasons that contribute to why Corpron’s students are not well recognized. Corpron
herself has not achieved great international fame, although as discussed earlier, she had a
brief brush with it when she met Stieglitz….in New York City.
Corpron’s success as a photography teacher is perhaps best measured as only a
teacher. The primary lesson her students learned from her, and are able to articulate fifty
and sixty years later, is that Corpron’s classes taught them to see and to think creatively.
Their individual talents were nurtured in Corpron’s classes, and this confidence in their
newfound ability to look at the world in a new way is what they were able to take into
their lives, apply to their careers, and spread to their own children. Art education at this
time was awakening to this idea, that a teacher must educate the individual’s mind, rather
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than have an entire class memorize and repeat a prescribed set of lessons and facts. The
question posed in the introduction—How do we measure the success of a teacher?—
is too abstract and difficult to answer in any quantifiable terms. Is fame the only measure
of success? Are letter grades more important than life lessons? In Corpron’s case, we can
postulate that success is measured in part by the number of students who have kept their
portfolios all these years, by the reverence with which they speak about her, and by how
wholeheartedly they describe the impact of Corpron’s lessons on their lives.
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Illustrations

Figure 1. Carlotta Corpron with her “Fluid Light Designs,” c. 1950 ©1988 Amon Carter
Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 2. Carlotta Corpron, Hospital in India, c. 1920s. Digital scan from nitrate
negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of
Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 3. Carlotta Corpron, Hospital in India, c. 1920s. Digital scan from nitrate
negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of
Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 4. Carlotta Corpron, India in Front of Hospital, c. 1920s. Digital scan from nitrate
negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of
Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 5. Carlotta Corpron, Hospital in India [Possibly Alexander Corpron], c. 1920s.
Digital scan from nitrate negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort
Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 6. Elizabeth Moore McMath, Men at Work No. 12, c. 1950. Gelatin silver print.
Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 7. Unknown photographer, Untitled [Portrait of Carlotta Corpron with Rolleiflex],
c. 1930s – 1940s. Scanned from Margaretta Mitchell, Recollections: Ten Women of
Photography (New York: The Viking Press, 1979), 50.
Corpron’s Rolleiflex and 35mm Pentax are currently in the possession of the author.
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Figure 8. Carlotta Corpron, Untitled [Elephant Ear/Taffeta Leaf], c. 1940. Gelatin silver
print. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of
Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 9. Carlotta Corpron, Untitled [Cabbage], c. 1940s. Digital scan from nitrate
negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of
Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 10. Carlotta Corpron, Coral and Starfish, c. 1944. Gelatin silver print. ©1988
Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 11. Carlotta Corpron, Nature Dancer, c. 1944. Gelatin silver print. ©1988 Amon
Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 12. Edward Weston, Cabbage Leaf, 1931. Gelatin silver print. Taken from
http://www.sfmoma.org/explore/collection/artwork/14708
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Figure 13. Edward Weston, Gulf Oil, Port Arthur, Texas, 1941. Gelatin silver print.
Scanned from Stephanie Comer and Deborah Klochko, The Moment of Seeing: Minor
White at the California School of Fine Arts, (San Francisco: Chronicle Books, 2006), 190.
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Figure 14. Carlotta Corpron, Design with Oil Tank, c. 1942. Gelatin silver print. ©1988
Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 15. Carlotta Corpron, Church in Havana, c. 1942. Gelatin silver print. ©1988
Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 16. Carlotta Corpron, Light Circles, c. 1940. Gelatin silver print. ©1988 Amon
Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 17. Carlotta Corpron, Fireworks, c. 1947. Digital scan from nitrate negative. ©1988
Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron

Figure 18. Carlotta Corpron, Fireworks, c. 1947. Digital scan from nitrate negative.
©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta
Corpron
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Figure 19. Carlotta Corpron, A Walk in Fair Park, Dallas, c. 1943. Gelatin silver print.
©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta
Corpron
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Figure 20. Carlotta Corpron, Commentary on Civilization, c. 1940. Gelatin silver print.
©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta
Corpron
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Figure 21. Curriculum diagram in the New Bauhaus course catalogue, 1937-1938. Image
scanned from Lloyd Engelbrecht, “Educating the Eye,” in Taken By Design: Photographs
from the Institute of Design, 1937-1971, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2002,
18.
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Figure 22. “Dictionary of the light modulator.” Image scanned from Laszlo MoholyNagy, Vision in Motion, (Chicago: Paul Theobald, 1947) 202-203.
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Figure 23. Nathan Lerner, Diagram for a light box, 1938. Scanned from Laszlo MoholyNagy, Vision in Motion, (Chicago: Paul Theobald, 1947) 200.

Figure 24. Nathan Lerner, 1942. Image scanned from Lloyd Engelbrecht, “Educating the
Eye,” in Taken By Design: Photographs from the Institute of Design, 1937-1971,
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2002, 27.
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Figure 25. Carlotta Corpron, Untitled [Moholy-Nagy Teaching a Workshop], 1942.
Digital scan from nitrate negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort
Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 26. Carlotta Corpron, Moholy-Nagy Analyzing a Hand Sculpture, 1942. Gelatin
silver print. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest
of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 27. Scan of page 186 in László Moholy-Nagy, Vision in Motion, (Chicago: Paul
Theobald, 1947) 186.
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Figure 28. Carlotta Corpron, Untitled [Woven Light Variant], 1944. Digital scan from
acetate negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas,
Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 29. Carlotta Corpron, Untitled [György Kepes], c. 1944. Digital scan from nitrate
negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of
Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 30. Carlotta Corpron’s 4 x 5 Camera and Equipment. Image scanned from Texas
Bauhaus: The Photographs of Carlotta Corpron, Ida Lansky and Barbara Maples, (El
Paso, Texas: The El Paso Museum of Art, 2006) 9.
Corpron gave this camera to Don Schol of the University of North Texas, who in turn
gave it to Burt and Missy Finger of Photographs Do Not Bend Gallery in Dallas, Texas,
who currently have it.
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Figure 31. Carlotta Corpron’s glass block, cube, and paperweight. Image courtesy of
James and Marguerite Stauver.
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Figure 32. Carlotta Corpron, White Paper Forms with Venetian Blinds, c. 1945. Gelatin
silver print. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest
of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 33. Carlotta Corpron, Suspended Glass Cubes, c. 1945. Gelatin silver print.
©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta
Corpron
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Figure 34. Carlotta Corpron, Light Volumes, c. 1945. György Kepes, Language of Vision,
(Chicago: Theobold, 1944), 60-61.
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Figure 35. Carlotta Corpron, Abstract White Paper Design, 1944. Gelatin silver print.
©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta
Corpron
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Figure 36. Carlotta Corpron, Light, White Paper, and Glass, c. 1944. Gelatin silver print.
©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta
Corpron
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Figure 37. Carlotta Corpron, Untitled [Still Life from Light Follows Form Series], 1946.
Digital scan of acetate negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort
Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 38. Carlotta Corpron, Light Follows Form, c. 1944. Gelatin silver print. ©1988
Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 39. Carlotta Corpron, Light Follows Form, c. 1946. Gelatin silver print. ©1988
Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 40. Carlotta Corpron, Light Follows Form of a Greek Head, c. 1946. Gelatin
silver print. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest
of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 41. Carlotta Corpron’s nautilus shells. Image courtesy of James and Marguerite
Stauver.
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Figure 42. Carlotta Corpron, Chambered Nautilus, c. 1945. Digital scan from acetate
negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of
Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 43. Carlotta Corpron, Eggs Reflected and Multiplied, 1948. Gelatin silver print.
©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta
Corpron
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Figure 44. Carlotta Corpron, Eggs Encircled, 1948. Gelatin silver print. ©1988 Amon
Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 45. Carlotta Corpron, Untitled [Fluid Light Design Series], c.1946. Digital scan
from acetate negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth,
Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 46. Carlotta Corpron, Untitled [Fluid Light Design Series], c.1946. Digital scan
from acetate negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth,
Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 47. Carlotta Corpron, Fluid Light Design c. 1947. Gelatin silver print. ©1988
Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 48. Carlotta Corpron, Untitled [Captured Light], c.1946. Digital scan from
acetate negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas,
Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 49. 1923 map of the College of Industrial Arts with arrow pointed to the group of
small temporary buildings know as the “shacks.” Arrow added by author. Scanned from
Joyce Thompson, Marking a Trail: A History of the Texas Women’s University (Denton,
TX: Texas Women’s University Press, 1982), 48.
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Figure 50. Image of Camera Club, 1928. From The Daedalian. Image courtesy of Susan
Kae Grant.
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Figure 51. Carlotta Corpron, Mary Marshall, Head of TWU Art Dept., before 1948.
Gelatin silver print. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas,
Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 52. The eight women teaching artists who made up the core of the TSCW Art
Department. From left to right, top to bottom: Majorie Baltzel, Edith Brisac, Carlotta
Corpron, Marie Delleney, Dorothy LaSelle, Thetis Lemmon, Mabel Maxcy, Coreen
Spellman. Image scanned from the cover of Pioneers in Modernsim: TWU Women
Artists 1920s-1970s, ed. By Jo Williams, (Denton, TX: Wheeler Press, 2010). Original
image credit to TWU.
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Figure 53. Carlotta Corpron, Untitled Self Portrait, ca. 1950s. Digital scan from nitrate
negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of
Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 54. Carlotta Corpron’s teaching aides, ca. 1940s. Gelatin silver print mounted on
¼” board. Images courtesy of James and Marguerite Stauver.
From Top to bottom, left to right: Magnolia, Sunlight Through Glass Panel, Taffeta
Leaves, Canna Leaves, Chinese Cabbage (Nature Dancer), Untitled (Woven Light),
Menacing Figure (Dried Palm Leaf). All ca. 1940s
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Figure 55. Elizabeth Moore McMath, Untitled Photogram, c. 1949. Gelatin silver print.
Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 56. Judy Baylor Staggs, Untitled Photogram, c. 1954, Gelatin silver print. Courtesy
of the artist.
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Figure 57. Judy Baylor Staggs, Untitled Photogram, c. 1957, Gelatin silver print. Courtesy
of the artist.
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Figure 58. Sylvia Christensen, Light Modulator, c. 1954 Cropped selection from digital
photograph of original gelatin silver print. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 59. Elizabeth Moore McMath, Light and Shadow, c. 1949. Gelatin silver print.
Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 60. Elizabeth Moore McMath, Untitled Nature Study, c. 1950. Gelatin silver print.
Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 61. Tse-Yun Chu, Untitled Texture Study, c. 1950. Gelatin silver print. Image
courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 62. Judy Baylor Staggs, Untitled Texture Study, c. 1958, Gelatin silver print.
Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 63. Judy Baylor Staggs, Untitled Texture Study, c. 1958, Gelatin silver print.
Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 64. Carlotta Corpron, Untitled [Sona or Chandi in windowsill], c. 1940-1950.
Gelatin silver print. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas,
Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 65. László Moholy-Nagy, Texture of a Cat’s Fur, undated, c. 1930s or 1940s.
Screen shot of image from László Moholy-Nagy , The New Vision: Fundamentals of
Bauhaus design. Kindle edition.
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Figure 66. Judy Baylor Staggs, Untitled Glass Study, c. 1958, Gelatin silver print. Courtesy of
the artist.
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Figure 67. Judy Baylor Staggs, Untitled Glass Study, c. 1958, Gelatin silver print. Courtesy of
the artist.
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Figure 68. Elizabeth Moore McMath, Untitled Glass Study, c. 1950. Gelatin silver print.
Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 69. Unidentified Corpron Student (Possibly Ida Lansky), Untitled Architectural
Abstraction, c. 1950s. Reproduction of a gelatin silver print in Mabel Maxcy, “A
Creative Approach to Photography,” Texas Trends in Art Education (August 1960): 22.
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Figure 70. Judy Baylor Staggs, Untitled Machine Age, c. 1958, Gelatin silver print.
Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 71. Carlotta Corpron, Ice, c. 1940s. Gelatin silver print. ©1988 Amon Carter
Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 72. Judy Baylor Staggs, Untitled Portrait of “Teenie” Delrow, c. 1958, Gelatin
silver print. Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 73. Judy Baylor Staggs, Untitled Portrait of Bob Staggs, c. 1958, Gelatin silver
print. Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 74. Elizabeth Moore McMath, Spirit of Youth, c. 1950. Gelatin silver print.
Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 75. Elizabeth Moore McMath, Untitled Portrait Experiment, c. 1950. Gelatin silver
print. Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 76. Elizabeth Moore McMath, Untitled Portrait Experiment, c. 1950. Gelatin
silver print. Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 77. Unknown artist, possibly LaRue Fitzgerald or Peggy Medlock, Untitled Men
at Work, c. 1950. Gelatin silver print. Image courtesy of Tse-Yun Chu.
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Figure 78. Unknown artist, possibly LaRue Fitzgerald, Untitled Portrait, c. 1950. Gelatin
silver print. Image courtesy of Tse-Yun Chu.
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Figure 79. LaRue Fitzgerald, Untitled Portrait of Children, c. 1950. Gelatin silver print.
Image courtesy of Tse-Yun Chu.
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Figure 80. Carlotta Corpron, Student Exhibit, 1950, 1950. Digital scan from nitrate
negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of
Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 81. Unknown artist, possibly Peggy Medlock, Untitled Portrait [Possibly LaRue
Fitzgerald], c. 1950. Gelatin silver print. Image courtesy of Tse-Yun Chu.
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Figure 82. Unknown artist, possibly Peggy Medlock, Untitled Reticulated Portrait, c.
1950. Gelatin silver print. Image courtesy of Tse-Yun Chu.
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Figure 83. Alfred Stieglitz, Dorothy True, 1919. Gelatin silver print. Image courtesy of the
Art Institute of Chicago.
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Figure 84. Composite image of three screen shots showing Carlotta Corpron overlapping
negatives for Bisymmetric Design. (Image on following page.) From taped interview
conducted by Martha Sandweiss for Corpron’s 1980 retrospective at the Amon Carter
Museum of American Art, 1980. VHS tape.
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Figure 85. Carlotta Corpron, Bisymmetric Design, 1944. Gelatin silver print. ©1988 Amon
Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 86. Carlotta Corpron, Oil Tanks Near Jefferson, Texas, c. 1942. Digital scan from
nitrate negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas,
Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Figure 87. Edward Steichen, Multiple Portraits of Carl Sandburg, 1939. Gelatin silver
print. Image courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art.
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Figure 88. Sylvia Christensen, Margaret “Pug” Hunter in Triplicate, c. 1955 Cropped
selection from digital photograph of original print. Image courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 89. Judy Baylor Staggs, Untitled Fashion with Experimental Distortion, c. 1958,
Gelatin silver print. Courtesy of the artist.
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Figure 90. Elizabeth Moore McMath, Untitled Advertisement Experiment, c. 1951.
Gelatin silver print. Courtesy of the artist.
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Appendix A:
Biographical Chronology of Carlotta M. Corpron

1901

December 9: Born in Blue Earth, Minnesota

1905-1920

Grew up in India and educated at English boarding schools in the
Himalayan Mountains.

1920

Returned to the United States, followed by parents. Stayed in
Ypsilanti, Michigan with mother’s family.

1921-1925

Attends Eastern Michigan University and receives her B.S. in Art
Education

1925-1926

Attends Columbia University Teacher’s College in New York
City, receives her M.A. in Art Education.

1926-1928

Taught Design and Art Education at The Woman’s College of
Alabama in Montgomery (now Huntington College).

1928

Summer in Europe. Attended an International Art Congress in
Prague.

1932

Accepted a future teaching position at the University of Cincinnati.
Summer in England to study medieval architecture and the arts of
India.

1933

Bought first camera as instructional aid for a design course.

1933-1935

Taught at the School of Applied Arts, University of Cincinnati.

1935-1968

Taught design, advertising design, art history and creative
photography at Texas State College for Women, now Texas
Women’s University in Denton, Texas.

1936

Studied photographic technique at the Art Center in Los Angeles
for the summer.

1936-1942

Experimented with photography, producing “Nature Studies” and
“Light Drawings.”

1942

László Moholy-Nagy came to Denton to teach a summer
workshop. Corpron worked with Moholy-Nagy.
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1942-1950s

Continued experimentation with light, producing “Light Patterns,”
“Light Follows Form,” “Space Compositions,” and “Fluid Light
Designs” series.

1944

György Kepes came to Denton to teach at North Texas State
College, now The University of North Texas, to finish work on his
book Language of Vision. Corpron asked Kepes to help guide her
work, and they became friends.

1945

Met Alfred Stieglitz at An American Place in New York City.

1968

Retired from teaching.

1988

Died in Denton, Texas, April 17.
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Appendix B:
Exhibition History of Carlotta M. Corpron

1944

Participated in “Captured Light” exhibition, Norlyst Gallery, New
York.

1945

Participated in “Design with Light” exhibition at the Art Alliance,
Philadelphia.

1948

Solo exhibition, Dallas Museum of Fine Art

1951

Participated in “Contemporary Photography” exhibition,
Contemporary Arts Association, Houston.

1952

Participated in “Abstraction in Photography” exhibition, Museum
of Modern Art, New York.
Participated in “Design in Nature” exhibition, Contemporary Arts
Association, Houston.
Solo exhibition at the Louisiana Art Commission, Baton Rouge.

1953

Solo exhibition at Art Institute of Chicago.
Solo exhibition at the University of Georgia, Athens.

1954

Solo exhibition at Woman’s University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill.

1955

Solo exhibition at Ohio University, Athens

1975

Participated in “Women of Photography: An Historical Survey”
exhibition, San Francisco Museum of Art.

1977

Solo exhibition at Marcuse Pfeiffer Gallery, New York, “Carlotta
Corpron Form and Light: 1942-1949.”

1978

Participated in “Works on Paper: Southwest 1978” exhibition,
Dallas Museum of Fine Art.
Solo exhibition, Galleria del Milione, Milan, Italy.

1979

Participated in “Recollections: Ten Women of Photography”
exhibition, International Center of Photography, New York.
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1980

Retrospective exhibition “Carlotta Corpron: Designer with Light”
at the Amon Carter Museum, Fort Worth.
Participated in “Photography’s Response to Constructivism”
exhibition, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art.
Participated in “Light Abstractions” exhibition, University of
Missouri at St. Louis.

1985

Retrospective of Corpron’s works shown at the Avron Gallery,
Dallas, December 17 through January 17.

1990

Retrospective at the Virginia Lust Gallery, New York. “Carlotta
Corpron: The First Abstract Expressionist Photographs 19391952,”
Exhibition of photographs at Brent Sikkema Fine Art, New York.

1992

Exhibition of 60 photographs, Housatonic Museum of Art,
Connecticut

2006

Exhibition of photographs with two former students: “Texas
Bauhaus: Carlotta Corpron, Barbara Maples and Ida Lansky.” El
Paso Museum of Art

2010

Exhibition of photographs with other former TWU professors:
“Pioneers in Modernism” Visual Arts Society of Texas, Denton.
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Appendix C:
List of Student Interviewees and Interview Questions
Mary Jo Brezny, telephone interview by author, digital audio recording, March 23, 2012.
Sylvia (Sibby) Christensen, email messages to author, October 11, 18, November 11,
December 3, 2013, March 11 and 12, 2014.
Tse-Yun Chu, interview by author, New York City, NY, digital audio recording,
February 19 and March 8, 2014.
Josephine Eager, telephone interview by author, digital audio recording, October 15,
2013.
Martha Hutton, email messages to author, October 8, 19, November 8, 2013, and January
13, 2014.
Elizabeth McMath, interview by author Aubrey, digital audio recording, Texas, January
28, 2011.
Judy Staggs, telephone interview by author, digital audio recording, October 15, 2013.
Judy and Bob Staggs, interview by author, digital audio recording, Fairview, Texas,
February 9, 2014.

Interview Questions
1. Please tell me about your degree plan. What was you major? What classes were you
required to take for this degree?
2. What class(es) did you take with Ms. Corpron? Do you know what semesters or
years?
3. Were Ms. Corpron’s classes required for your degree, or were they electives?
4. Did you have any previous experience with photography? Had you ever used a
camera before (at home or otherwise)?
5. Where/how did you learn how to develop film?
6. Had you ever taken a photography class before? If so, please tell me about that
experience. What was the class like, what were assignments like, what was
emphasized, what do you think the learning outcomes were?
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7. Can you please tell me about Ms. Corpron’s class? If you took more than one class, it
would be helpful if you can tell me the differences.
8. What were the assignments like? How did the assignments progress? Did they add on
to each other?
9. Were the assignments meant just for the class, or were they used in other classes as
well?
10. Can you described what you think Ms. Corpron’s teaching philosophy was and why?
Do you have any specific examples? For instance, if she wanted you to think
creatively, what did she have you do for that to be the outcome?
11. Can you describe a typical class?
12. What was the structure of a typical class? How much feedback did she give you?
13. Were you guided much? Or encouraged to do anything you wanted?
14. Can you describe a particularly memorable class?
15. What kind of feedback did Ms. Corpron give?
16. What were her grades like? Was it difficult to get an “A”? Why or why not?
17. How would you describe how Ms. Corpron communicated with/treated you and the
other students?
18. In what ways do you feel you grew or developed as an artist? Were you challenged?
19. Was anything Ms. Corpron taught you shocking or surprising? What was it like being
asked to look for the abstract and create with abstraction?
20. What would you say the most lasting effect has been?
21. If you had to guess at what her primary goals were what would you identify?
22. Do you have any other anecdotes or memories?
23. Did you keep any of your records for this class? A portfolio, syllabus, etc? Would
you be willing for copies of these items to be made?
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Appendix D:
Photographs of the 1950 Student Exhibition
Corpron’s recently scanned negatives included several images of the 1950 student
exhibition, the only exhibition it appears she took photographs of. These images are
reproduced here to show the student work, how it was displayed, and to point out the
inclusion of some of the works used for this thesis.

D.1 Carlotta Corpron, Student Exhibit, 1950, 1950. Digital scan from acetate negative.
©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta
Corpron
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D.2 Carlotta Corpron, Student Exhibit, 1950, 1950. Digital scan from acetate negative.
©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta
Corpron

201

D.3 Carlotta Corpron, Student Exhibit, 1950, 1950. Digital scan from acetate negative.
©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta
Corpron

202

D.4 Carlotta Corpron, Student Exhibit, 1950, 1950. Digital scan from acetate negative.
©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta
Corpron
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D.5 Carlotta Corpron, Student Exhibit, 1950, 1950. Digital scan from acetate negative.
©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta
Corpron
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D.6 Carlotta Corpron, Student Exhibit, 1950, 1950. Digital scan from acetate negative.
©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta
Corpron
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D.7 Carlotta Corpron, Student Exhibit, 1950, 1950. Digital scan from acetate negative.
©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta
Corpron
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D.8 Carlotta Corpron, Student Exhibit, 1950, 1950. Digital scan from acetate negative.
©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta
Corpron
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D.9 Carlotta Corpron, Student Exhibit, 1950, 1950. Digital scan from acetate negative.
©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta
Corpron
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D.10 Carlotta Corpron, Student Exhibit, 1950, 1950. Digital scan from acetate negative.
©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta
Corpron
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D.11 Carlotta Corpron, Student Exhibit, 1950 [LaRue Fitzgerald], 1950. Digital scan
from nitrate negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas,
Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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D.12 Carlotta Corpron, Student Exhibit, 1950 [Elizabeth Moore], 1950. Digital scan from
acetate negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas,
Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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D.13 Carlotta Corpron, Student Exhibit [LaRue Fitzgerald], 1950, 1950. Digital scan
from nitrate negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas,
Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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D.14. Carlotta Corpron, Student Exhibit, 1950 [Students hanging photograms], 1950.
Digital scan from nitrate negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort
Worth, Texas, Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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D.15 Carlotta Corpron, Student Exhibit, 1950 [Garnet Hines], 1950. Digital scan from
nitrate negative. ©1988 Amon Carter Museum of American Art, Fort Worth, Texas,
Bequest of Carlotta Corpron
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Appendix E:
Selected Thumbnails of Corpron’s Work

Recently, the Amon Carter Museum received grant money to digitize the eight
artists’ archives held at the museum, including Corpron’s. All of Corpron’s images are
available on the Amon Carter Museum website. Corpron made a gift to the museum of
her remaining 120 original photographs, and approximately 600 nitrate negatives and 200
acetate negatives, all of which have been digitized and are available on the Amon Carter
Museum website. This appendix contains selected thumbnails of these images. They can
be located by using the item code on the Amon Carter Museum’s website:
http://www.cartermuseum.org/custom/acm_results.php
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Appendix F: Student Portfolio
Judy Staggs (née Baylor, Class of 1958,
Clothing and Costume Design and Fashion Illustration)
The following images are in the order in which Staggs has kept them, but that does not
mean they are in the order in which they were made.
Each photograph is followed by an image of the back, and a detail image of Corpron’s
grade and notes. The penciled notes are difficult to decipher in this format, so they have
been appended below the image as typescript.

F.1 Portrait of Judy Baylor as a TSCW Redbud Princess, Lowry Hall, TSCW, 1954.
Courtesy of Judy Staggs
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F. 2

247

F.2.1 “Excellent study. Needs spotting A-” .

248

F.3 .0

249

F.3.1

250

F.3.2 “A. This has a poetic feeling that I like in landscapes.”

251

F.4.0

252

F.4.1

253

F.4.2 “B+ Beautiful tones”

254

F.500

255

F.5.1

256

F.5.2 “A- Excellent study of child. Print lacks brilliance.”

257

F.600

258

F.6.1

259

F.6.2 “A- I like this mood study very much. Print tone pleasing.”

260

F.700

261

F.7.1

262

F.7.2 “B+ [Illegible] design.”

263

F.800

264

F.8.1

265

F.8.2 “B- Shadows merge with form in this one. The other print shows form better.
Glossy print a little ‘scaley’”

266

F.900

267

F.9.1

268

F.9.2 “This is very interesting A-”

269

F.10

270

F.10.1

271

F.10.2 “B+”

272

F.11

273

F.11.1

274

F.11.2 “B+ Excellent personality study. Right side of face could be darker.”

275

F.12

276

F.12.1

277

F.12.2 “B+ Good of dress – pose a bit awkward – also hand. Print tone very good.”

278

F.13

279

F.13.1

280

F.13.2 “A- Good fashion. Lower zone of picture could be a little darker.”

281

F.14

282

F.14.1

283

F.14.2 “B+ Good study. Print needs spotting.”

284

F.15

285

F.15.1

286

F.15.2 “A-”

287

F.16

288

F.16.1 “B+ Print needs spotting. Composition is quite pleasing.”

289

F.17

290

F.17.1

291

F.17.2 “B Fascinating design. Wish it was not so gray.”

292

F.18

293

F.18.1

294

F.18.2 “B+ Tone lovely”

295

F.19

296

F.19.1

297

F.19.2 “A- Pleasing design”

298

F.20

299

F.20.1

300

F.20.2 “B+ X Cross form too evident.”

301

F.21

302

F.21.1

303

F.21.2 “B+ I like the stark simplicity of this”

304

F.22

305

F.22.1

306

F.22.2 “B+”

307

F.23

308

F.23.1

309

F.23.2 “B+ Glass texture good”

310

F.24

311

F.24.1

312

F.24.2 “B+ I like the white shape”

313

F.25

314

F.25.1

315

F.25.2 “A- I like the poetic quality of the tones in this picture”

316

F.26

317

F.26.1

318

F.26.2 “A- This has clear definition of the dandelion seed ball (I don’t know what they
are called”

319

F.27

320

F.27.1

321

F.27.2 “C+ Good texture”

322

F.28

323

F.28.1

324

F.28.2 “too dark A-”

325

F.29

326

F.29.1

327

F.29.2 “B+ Very sad, but an interesting mood study. Printed too dark”

328

F.30

329

F.30.1

330

F.30.2 “B Good study. Nose shadow not good. Skin tone better”

331

F.31

332

F.31.1

333

F.31.2 “B+ good study”
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Appendix G: Student Portfolio
Elizabeth McMath (nèe Moore, Class of 1951, Advertising Design)
The following images are in the order in which McMath kept them, but that does not
mean they are in the order in which they were made.
Each photograph is followed by an image of the grade or any written notes. The penciled
notes are difficult to decipher in this format, so they have been appended below the image
as typescript.
The portfolio was damaged in a house flood, but the photographs themselves remain in
good condition.

Elizabeth Moore, possibly her high school graduation photo, c. 1947. Image courtesy of
Elizabeth McMath
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G.1

336

G.2

337

G.2.1 “Photogram”

338

G.2.3 “B”
339

G.4

340

G.5

341

G.5.1 “A on one in exhibit”

342

G.6

343

G.6.1 “B+”

344

G.7

345

G.8

346

G.8.1 “B+ tone good”

347

G.9

348

G.10

349

G.10.1 “Men at Work No. 12”

350

G.10.2 “A Good print Return for exhibit”

351

G.11

352

G.12

353

G.13

354

G.13.1 “Child at Play No. 17”

355

G.13.2 “A- Good Return for exhibit”

356

G.14

357

G.15

358

G.15.1 “A I like this of Barbara”

359

G.16

360

G.16.1 “B+ Nice feeling of sunlight”

361

G.17

362

G.17.1 “Light and Shadow No. 21”

363

G.17.2 “B Strong composition”

364

G.18

365

G.18.1 “Light and Shadow No. 5”

366

G.18.2 “A- Return for exhibit”

367

G.19

368

G.20

369

G.21

370

G.22

371

G.23

372

G.24

373

G.25

374

G.26

375

G.27

376

G.28

377

G.29

378

G.30

379

G.31

380

G.32

381

G.33

382

G.34

383

G.35

384

G.35.1 “Extra No. 23”

385

G.35.2 “A- Lovely mood picture. Spotting needed. Return for exhibit”

386

G.36

387

G.36.1 “A. I like this. Has a feeling of spontaneity”

388

G.37

389

G.38

390

G.38.1 “Spirit of Youth No. 8”

391

G.38.2 “B Has ‘spirit’ but not in focus. Tone good – composition good. Chemical spots
on left - or spotting?”

392

G.40

393

G.41

394

G.41.1 “A- Good tone Good composition”
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Appendix H: Student Portfolio
Sylvia Christensen (Class of 1957, Journalism)
The following images are digital photos supplied by Christensen, along with her e-mailed
comments about each, and a note referencing grades and comments appended.

H.1
Corpron: A- "I like the simplicity of this composition."
This was shot using just the fluorescent lamp in my dorm room.
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H.2
Corpron:
A- "Simple study."

397

H.3
Corpron:
A- "Quality of light pleasing."

398

H.4
Corpron:
A- "Fine portrait. Print needs spotting."

399

H.5
Corpron:
A- "Light excellent."
The Dallas station hosted a series of programs devoted to TSCW activities, and those of
us enrolled in the Speech Department's television class helped produce it. (They ran it on
Sunday mornings, so few people probably saw it.) Don't recall identity of the floor
manager pictured.
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H.6
Corpron:
A "Excellent."
Another shot at the Dallas station.
The dapper fellow in the bowtie is Dr. Josh Roach, TSCW speech professor who taught
the television course; at center is Eddie Halleck of KRLD, and at right is Judy Frandsen,
a classmate.
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H.7
A. (No comment appended,)
This little girl I met on the street in Denton with her mother. She is Marguerite Hartline,
and the neg sleeve says Pierce, which may the name of the street. I know her name
because I think I must have sent prints to her parents.
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H.8
A “Good experimentation.”
Had seen a famous shot of Carl Sandberg, with multiple takes on a single neg, so I
wanted to try my hand at it. Pug was one of our class leaders.
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H.9
Corpron:
A "This glows."
This was an off-print, not the one submitted to Corpron.
Location of original mount not known, but I have the 4x5 neg.
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H.10
The photo was shot by an AP photographer, but I built a little lightbox and lined it with
velvet, as I had seen in Corpron's studio. Then I created the "talent," the newspaper chain.
The hotshot outfit I used to produce the finished films for the ad created the color
background from the original b&w shot by computer. I'm ethically opposed to
manipulating images, but this was kind of cute and probably harmless. AP's board
chairman visited our office one day and expressed delight when he spotted the "talent"
sitting on my file cabinet. I did ads for AP for several years, and this one ran and ran and
ran - in Editor&Publisher, Presstime, and other now-defunct press publications.
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Appendix I: Miscellaneous Student Photographs
Collected by Tse-Yun Chu (Class of 1952, Advertising Design)
Tse-Yun Chu collected copies of work from her fellow students, and although they are
unsigned, their possible attributions are noted below.

Tse-Yun Chu, Untitled self-portrait sketch, c. 1950. Image courtesy of Tse-Yun Chu
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I.1 Possibly by LaRue Fitzgerald

407

I.2 Possibly LaRue Fitzgerald

408

I.3 LaRue Fitzgerald

409

I.4

410

I.5

411

I.6 Possibly Peggy Medlock

412

I.7 Possibly Peggy Medlock

413

I.8 Possibly Peggy Medlock

414

I.9
Possibly LaRue Fitzgerald

415

I.10 Possibly Tse-Yun Chu

416

I.11 Tse-Yun Chu

417

I.12 Possibly Tse-Yun Chu

418

I.13 Possibly Tse-Yun Chu

419

I. 14 Possibly Tse-Yun Chu

420

I.15 Possibly Tse-Yun Chu

421

I. 16 Possibly Tse-Yun Chu

422

I.17 LaRue Fitzgerald

423

I.18 Possibly Tse-Yun Chu

424

I.19 Possibly Tse-Yun Chu

425

I.20 Possibly Tse-Yun Chu

426

I. 21 Possibly Tse-Yun Chu

427

I.22 Possibly Tse-Yun Chu

428

I. 23 Possibly Tse-Yun Chu

429

I. 24 Possibly Tse-Yun Chu
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